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Aualon Hill Philosophy Part S? 

THE FIRST NATIONAL WARGAMING CONVENTION 

ORIGINS I was a great sucoess in many 
ways. An estimated 1500 people attended 
including many of the top names In the hobby, 
and several members of the press who reported 
on "the nation's 1st national wargaming 
convention." It was also a financial success-if 
you define success as anytime you take in more 
money than you spend. But more importantly it 
was successful due to the great amount of fun 
had by those who attended and the chance it 
provided for the real wargaming enthusiasts to F '  
gather in one place to see and visit with all the 
factions of the industry--both large and small. 
And lastly it was successful because it proved 
that all of wargaming could get together behind 
a cause to promote their hobby' We 

Dr Clifford Sayre, left, presents Charles Roberts wlth the 
hope that ORIGINS I was just the start of an ever first Charles Roberts A W * ~  for starting the hobby of board 
 rowing and more prosperous convention. wergaming. 

All of which is not to claim that everything on, of the highlights of the convention 
worked to perfection. We were caught UnPre- occurred during the Awards ceremonies when 
pared in more than one instance. The darkest Charles Roberts, the man who started it all back 
hour-was between 4and 7 Friday evening when in 1958 when he published TACTICS J/ and 
the cr?wd descended upon our unsuspecting GETTYSBURG, was introduced to the crowd and 
registration crew. A postcard feedback system given the first Charles Roberts Award by Dr. 
had prepared US for a gradual registration Clifford Sayre-chairman for the annual Awards 
spread fairly evenly over the three days. When committee. Roberts then, in turn, passed out 
the majority showed up Friday at precisely 4 "Charleys" to Historical Simulations for Best 
o'clock (don't any of F u  ~ 9 0 ~ 1 9  work for a Amateur Game {MANASSAS); SPI for Best 
living?) pandemon~um broke loose. Or so it Professional Magazine (S&n; Avalon Hill for 
seemed to those of us working the reg line. A Best Profess~onal Game (THIRD REICH); and to 
muggy two hour wait in the Registration Line DO, Turnbull for Best Amateur Magazine 
Was the first sight to greet the Friday arrivals. (ALBIOM and entrance tothe Wargaming Hall of 
Nearly a dozen room mix-ups compounded the F,,, 
problem. But as the evening wore-on the lines 
grew shorter and we eventuallv straiahtened 
out all the room hassles for those who 
stuck it out. By midnight Friday we were firmly 
convinced of the merits of an all mail pre- 
registration and higher room costs to allow 
Hopkins officials to man the registration line. 

What had looked like a pure disaster earlier 
in the day began to take on pleasanter tones 
toward evening. Even the weather changed for 
the better on Saturday and aside from an 
occasional gripe about a sold-out tournament 
ORIGINS I was well on its way to being a great 
success. 

Competition was the key word at ORIGINS I 
with all 16 tournaments virtually sold out. You 

Tom Shaw, at stagecenter, isabout t o b e z a ~ w i t h  a w r y  know the skill level was high when such 'names' 
special a ward, Shaw, bckstege with his Pink Panther 

as Dave Roberts. Bruno Sini~aglio. Rich Chad- Award . . +en annually to the biggestlaserettheconuention. 
nicki, and Joe Anqiolillo are knocked out in the shaw aot the questionable honor for fosing h is  f i rm game in the 

1 st round of their7respective specialties. Unfor- 
tunately, due to schedule conflicts (many 
players had preregistered for more than one, 
event and had to forfeit if they were still in the 
running in an earlier event) many tournaments 
started with less contestants than had regis- 
tered. As a consequence, only a handful of the 
16 events started with a full complement 
although virtually every event sold out. State 
rivalries were made note of during the awards 
ceremonies and may be a healthy impetous for 
future national cons. Were you to compare 
ORIGINS I to a type of nationalgaming O l y r n p i ~  
you'd find Maryland on top (due primarily to 
proximity and a sweep in the poorly attended 
Diorama competition) with 15% points followed 
by Connecticut with 10, PAwith 9, IL7, VA 6, NY 
6, OH 5, MI 5, MA 45.MN4, AL 4, ME 3, ~ a n i d a  
3, CA 2, MO 2, NJ 2, W VA 2, TN 2, and RI 1. 

FOOTBALL STRATEGY tournament after 0 1st round bye and 
second round forfeit. 

Continued on Page 24 
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/ What Could Have Been at Jutland 

Photos rcprinkd with permission 
Museum and provided by DFan Millcr. 

More Scenarios for Jutland 

by Dean Miller 

I The story of the naval war in World War I is in 
reality the story of the High Seas Fleet of Kaiser 
Wilhelm 11. The very existenoe of this force was one 

I of the contributing causes of the war. Its creation 
virtually guaranteed that Britainwould be hostile to 
Germany. Yet its implementation when the war did 
come railed to realize its potentialities. And its 
ultimate ignominious end in mutiny and mass self 
destruction served to sour the German people on 
naval power, a predisposition which was evidenced 
markedly upon several occasions in World War 11. 
One can only conclude that the creation of the High 
Seas Fleet was a tragic mistake. And still, viewed 
from a completely logical and objective position, it 
need not have been so, and might not have been so. 
And so for that reason, the story of the naval war in 
World War I is the  story ofwhat the High Seas Fleet 
could have done. And that basically is what Jutlat~d 
is all about . . . 

A complete, accurate and objactive history of 
the High Seas Fleet has not been written. There is 
the work of Admiral Scheer, the excellent book by 
von Hase, gunnery officer of the Derjpinger, the 
biography of von Hipper, and some more fragmen- 
tary individual aacounts. There are several more 
complete and revealing German language sources, 
culminating in the semi-official Krieg Zur See, but 
they are neither objective nor completely accurate, 
and certainly are no fun to struggle with, being for I the most part in tht  old German type. Yet there 
exists in ample quantity the source material for such 
a work, in the National Archives in Washington, 
D.C. There, on microfilm, are the captured German 

, records, contaming virtually the complete official I records of the German navy in World War 1. LI is a 
fascinat~ng store of information! There are the logs 
of the ships; the war diaries of the flag officers;even 
the daily bulletins of the High Seas Fleet. Some reels 
contain pictures which I have never found else- 
where. There isan interesting collection showing the 
damage received by many of the ships at Jutland, 
plus hit sketches showing impact points and angles 
of trajectory of the,dhells. It is from these sources 
that I have drawn and/or verified most of my 
material, and based my conqlusions. 

At the outbreak of hostilities in 1914 the High 
Seas Fleet was a powerful and well trained force. 
The esprit de corps of its crews was high. As against 
the British fleet, it was rapidly moving into and 
through an era of maximum comparable strength. 
With the delivery of the Koenigs and the DeflPiwer 
at the turn of the year, the numerical dreadnought 
superiority of the British was very thin. Further, 
inasmuch as the British had to keep in constant 
readiness, not knowing when the Germans might 
come forth, it was necessary that they always have 
two or three capital ships in dock refitting, on a 
rotating basis. Because tile Germans could pick a 
date when all their ships were in commission, it was 
even possibleat this time for them to have numerical 
superiority in an actual meeting. 

Of much more importanoe, the Germans 
enjoyed qualitative superiority. Their ships were 
better constructed and armored, their rnarksrnan- 
ship was superior because of superior range finding 
equipment, and thedisparity in big gun size between 
the two fleets was rendered de minimus because of 
the better quality of the German shells. The 
qualitative superiority was ever more pronouncedly 
enhanced after the Battle of Dogger Banks. There, 
through the experience of the Seydlirz, the Germans 
learned of the dangers of a hit which penetrates a 
gun turret, igniting the gunpowder in the transport 
mechanism from the magazine. In that battle, the 
Seydlisr received such a hit on the aft turret, which 
ignited charges of gunpowder. The flames spread 
through the transport mechanism to the next turret, 
burning it out. The magazine was not affected, but 
the Germans recognized the possibilities, and made 
improvements which would ensure that a turret f re 
would be confined to the affected turret, and not 
spread elsewhere. The result was that after the 
Dogger Banks battle the German ships no longer 
had the explosion capability (at least from gunfire), 
if indeed they ever possessed it, that the British ships 
displayed so spectacularly at Jutland. Purist 
wargarners (and 1 am included in that group) should 
not utilize the explosion capability results of the 
critical hit table for Scenarios after the Battle of 
Dogger Banks, therefore, for the Germans. In fact, I 

only use it for the British in all Scenarios. After all, 
the Seydtitz did not exptode and the experience of 
all the German ships during the wardemonstrated a 
superior ability to receive punishment. 

When you add up the foregoing considerations 
one can only conclude that a pitched battle between 
the fleets a t  this time would likely have resulted in a 
decisive German victory. A fortiori. a clash between 
a segment of the British fleet and the entire High 
Seas Fleet would have put the Germans into a 
position of superiority, unless they muffed the 
opportunity. This is what happened on December 
16, 1914, and is the subject of Scenario I. On that 
date the Germans attempted a "tip and run" raid on 
Scaroborough and Hartlepool. The plan was for the 
battlecruisers to shell the English coastline while the 
main body covered them in the middle of the North- 
Sea. Such a raid had already once been carried out,. 
on November 3, when Yarmouth was hit. At that 
time, the British fleet. fleeing from German subs. 
was at Lough Swilly, in Ireland, and wascompletely 
powerless to intervene. Anticipating another such 
raid, the Grand Fleet was returned to Scapa Flow. 
This time, armed with the intelligence gained from 
their intercepts of German messages, the British 
knew that they were coming. However, they didn't 
realize that the entire High Seas Fleet was out, but 
supposed that it was only the battlecruisers with 
which they would have to deal. Accordingly, the 
Admiralty dispatched only a small force to 
intercept, under Admiral Warrender. Under his 
command were 7 battleships, 4 battlecruisers, 4 
cruisers and 7 destroyers-probably more than 
adequate to deal with the German bat:lecruisers, 
but hopelessly inadequate to meet the entire High 
Seas Fleet. 

Through the hours of darkness of Decemkr 15- 
16, the opposing forces converged. The British 
prowxded toward the Dogger Banks, outside the 
minefields planted by t h i  Germans offthe English 
coast, and arrived at their station a couple of hours 
afrer the German battlecruisers had passed, as 
planned, to trap the raiding force. But at this point 
they began to become aware that something was 
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amiss. In  the dawn mists of December 16. the British 
destroyers on the seaward flank encountered the 
screening German light ships in the van of their 
battleship force. and fought a sharp engagement: 
which left the British destroyers badly scattered. 
Alerted after some delay, the British capital ships 
steamed northeast to investigate. The two fleets 
were on a collision course. only minutes apart! 

German Battlecruisers on the Scarborough raid. 

It was at this point that the German opportunity 
was lost. Commanding their fleet was Admiral 
lngehohl, an unfortunate choioe, as later events 
were to prove. To be fair to him, he was understrict 
orders from the Kaiser not to take the main body 
beyond an arc drawn from Wilhelmshaven, which 
did not extend much beyond Heligoland, and he 
was now somewhat beyond it. He was, of course, 
without Admiral Hipper and his battlecruisers, 
which were at this moment about to start pumping 
shells into the English coast. I n  any event. upon 
receipt of the news of the clash of the light ships, he 
turned for home, leaving Hipper to shift for himself! 
(Hipper's biographer suggests that the Admiral. a 
Bavarian. reacted to the news that he was now alone 
and trapped with a most un-teutonic lack of respect 
for his superior!) Reacting quickly, Hipper swung to 
the north and escaped, assisted by the poor 
visibility. 

Admiral Scheer, the bold and unflappable 
strategist who was to lead the High Seas Fleet at 
Jutland, was at that time in command of the 2nd 
Squadron, consisting of the pre-dreadnoughts. One 
wonders how differently he might have reacted. had 
he k e n  the fleet commander at this time. Based 
upon his subsequent record, it is a fair assumption 
that he would have tried to protect Hipper. At least, 
Scheer would have stopped and waited until the 
situation k a m e  clearer. Probably he would have 
proceeded toward the action. Either course would 
have brought him into contact with the oncoming 
British around 8:OO-before they learned of the 
battlecruisers' presence off the coast and turned 
back to intercept. Scenario 1 has been drawn to 
permit the gamer to explore this very possible 
course of events. representing the position and 
configuration of the British ships at 8:00 a.m., and 
the probable dispositions of the Germans. 

The condition of relative equality of strength 
which the Germans enjoyed at the end of 19 14 was 
one which would not long endure, however. The 
British had under construction ten 15" gunned 
battleships, some of which were rapidly nearing 
completion. Five of these were the magnificent 
Queen Eiizaberhs, 25 knot oil fired beauties which 
would provide a "fast division" to lead the fleet. The 
other five were the Revenges, 3 to 4 knots slower, 
but as fast as the German line of battle. nonetheless. 
This building program was the prcduct of the young 
and energetic First Lord of the Admiralty, Winston 
Churchill. With characteristic decisiveness, he 

- fostered and supported the decisions to construct 
the t 5" guns without the usual development testing 
program, and to build ships to carry them which 
would be fired by as yet unavailable oil fuel. Both 
decisions were justified by history. The British 15" 

guns were among the best in the history of naval 
warfare. The advantages gained from the shift to oil 
need not be recounted. 

By contrast, the Germans had only recently 
decided to go up to 15" guns, projecting initially to 
build their Buwrn class a t  a rate of four ships over a 
three year period, the first being due to join the fleet 
in 1916. Unless the Grand Fleet were destroyed or 
crippled before the British ships under construction 
joined the fleet, the Germans would find themselves 
in an increasingly worsening position. Obviously, 
therefore, late 1914 or early 1915 was the time to 
strike. This was not appreciated by the Kaiser or his 
naval high command, however, who instead 
imposed the restrictive policy mentioned above on 
the High Seas Fleet. As a result, the German 
battleships could not proceed far beyond Heligo- 
land, and no confrontation developed. While the 
strategy which was adopted instead, of sending the 
battlecruisers on "tip and run" raids on the English 
coast, supported by the battleships, might well have 
been successful, it was not well executed by 
lngenohl. On December 16, as we have seen, he lost 
a golden opportunity. After the Dogger Banks 
disaster (when the battleships rernained,in port), the 
strategy was shelved, until revived in 1916 by 
Scheer. 

The MetKensen st launch 

The Battle of Dogger Banks isdescribed on page 
16 of the instruction Manual as a botched English 
opportunity. For the Germans, it was a masterpiece 
of leadership incompetence, living up fully to the 
promise of the 16th of December foul up. As noted, 
the tip and run raid, supported by the main battle 
fleet, had great promise of success. It failed on 
December 16 because of the restrictions placed on 
the range of the battleship force, and the timidity of 
Ingenohl. If the strategy had been followed on 
January 24,191 5, it would have succeededeven with 
the range restrictions, as the British battlecruisers 
pursued their German counterparts well within the 
permissable area of activity for the German 
battleships. However, tngenohl's incompetence 
'prevailed again. The High Seas Fleet should have 
been in position to pounce on the British battlecruis- 
ers, perhaps to cut them off. Probably this would 
have resulted in a running fight to the north to 
Jellicoe and the Grand Fleet la Jutland, except at 
this point in time the Germans would have been 
much closer to the British in numbers and strength. 
In terms of relative strengths, Dogger Banks was the 
high water mark of German opportunity. But 
Ingenohl failed to follow the German strategy, and 
failed to, support the battlecruisers. Instead he 
weakened them by sending the Von der Turin into 
dock, dispatched his strongest Squadron, the Third 
(now commanded by Scheer), into the Baltic, and 
left the rest of the fleet in port! Among other things, 
it resulted in his well deserved dismissal. 

Scenario 2 is a modification of the Dogger 
Banks Scenario found in the Manual, designed to 
enable the wargamer to explore the German 
potentialities. The modifications are built upon the 
lollowing assumptions. First, the Germans support 

ed the sortie of the battlecruisers with their entire 
battleship force. As of this date they for the first time 
had all of the new Koenig class battleships with the 
fleet, as the Markg~afand Kronprinz Wiihelm were 
finally pronounced "war ready." Second, the ships 
which were sent into dock at this time were instead 
kept with the fleet. In addition to the Von der Tunn, 
already mentioned, the Helgoland and two pre- 
dreadnoughts were in dockyard hands on this date, 
all for the performance of repairs or maintenance 
which were desirable, but not essential. The decision 
to perform the work at this time was an arbitrary 
(and bad) one made by Ingenohl and the German 
High Command. Third, the position of the German 
main body is based upon the assumption that they 
had a competent leader, such as Scheer. The Grand 
Fleet is in its historic position at the time contact 
was made by the battlecruisers. 

Even after January 25, 19 15, opportunities 
remained for the Germans. The damaged ships of 
both sides were repaired and back in action by 
April. Von Pohl, the new Cerman commander, led 
the High Seas Fleet forth several times during 19 15 
on sorties into the North Sea. Each time, the British 
came forth. However, neither side ventured far 
enough for the two fleets to make contact (see the 
charts for three examples). Meanwhile, the sands of 
time ran out on the Germans. On April 13, the 
Warspire joined the Grand Fleet; on May 29, the 
Queen Elizabeth; on June 19, the Inflexible; on 
October 2, the Barham; on October 15, the Canada; 
on February 18, I9 16, the Malaya; on March 2, the 
Yuliun~; on March 20, the Rev~nge; on May I, the 
RO?JU/ Oak. Duringthis time onlythe Lurzowjoined 
the High Seas Fleet, on March 31, I9 16. The only 
other significant strengthening was the elevation of 
Scheer to command the fleet, early in 191 6. Scenario 
3, the last pre-Jutland one, allows thegamer to test 
the waning German possibilities as they led 
inexorably to May 31, 1916 . .  . 

The British were given the German code books, 
captured by the Russians from the wrecked cruiser 
Magdeburg, early in the war in a rare example of 
Allied cooperation. Using them to read the German 
wireless messages, and with the assistance of their 
directional wireless stations, they were aware in 
advance each time the German fleet was about to 
make a sortie, and came forth to intercept. The 
tracks of the two fleets for April 17, April 21 and 
May 30. 19 15, furnish interesting. bases for construc- 

Missed Opportunities 
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tion of a number of "what might have beens,"which 
I have grouped into this one Scenario 3. Thecapital 
ships involved on each of  the above dates were the 
same for the Germans,and numerically thesame To- 
the British, so that only one OB will be sufficient 
Because the Scenario requires the makingof several 
arbitrary assumptions, 1 have not designated the 
hex in which the contact takes place-the average 
gamer can do just as accurate a job of speculation, 
given the ScenarioG basic information, as I as to 
what course the Germans might have followed if 
Von Pohl had determined to venture farther out (or 
if Scheer had r e p l a d  him sooner, if you will); or 
the British, had Jellicoe, their cautiouscommander, 
gone farther south. One can split the difference,and 
have the fleets meet somewhere around the Dogger 
B a n k  or one can assume that the bolder (at this 
time, anyway) Beatty was in command of the entire 
Grand Fktt, instead of only the battlecruisers and, 
upon learning of the anticipated German sortie, Left 
his bases in time to intercept, and perhap cut off, 
them at some point along their actual courses. This 
last is the course I've preferred to follow in the 
gamw I've played of this Scenario. 

The Lutmw under g e a m .  

I Thus, the chances of the Germans dimmed 
progressively as the war continued. True, they 
beefed up their owncapitalship building program in 
a manner which, if carried to completion, might 
have rectified the situation. Two more, improved, 
versions of the 15"gunned Bayernand her sister, the 
B a d ~ n ,  were started. la addition, seven battlecruis- 
en,  improvements of the superlative Ihrflingr 
class, were laid down. But the exigencies of war 
production required that this program be aban- 
doned in 1917. The British thus had profited from 
building the bulk of their super-dreadnoughts in 
peaattime. Given the indecision and blundering of 
the Germans in 1914 and 1915, Winston Churchill's 
ships provided the superiority necessary to ensure 
that England would win the sea war. 

rnfflirrger and other Battlecruisers on patrd in the North Sea. 

Jutland occurred significantly after the pendu- 
lum had begun its swing back toward the English. 
AH five Queen flizaberhs, and two of the Revenges 
were with the Grand Fleet at the time of the battle 
(although Queen Elizabeth herself was in dock on 
that date). The swing of the pendulum continued 
with awelerated effect thereafter. While the High 
Seas Fleet was augmented by the Bayern and &den, 
and the battlecruiser Hindenberg, the last of the 
D~rflliirngers, this was matched* and more by the 
delivery to the Grand Fleet of the last three 
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SCENARIO 3 
ORDER OF MTFLE 1 Brim &muIl 
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83 Vahnt BE LutzW 
BB Makya CA Blu- 

I 
BB Rmagm 
BB Royal Op k 

I h a  
; Bt listed I* Samrlo 2 
, CA'r Urted m p 11 d Mariuol(3rd A r m d  

Wrtrsq.) 
101 N O r n  
I t .  Dreadnought should & with Founh 8arllc Squadron. 
: 2. British B C s .  Ilb and Third Armored Cruiser Squadron arc b a d  at Uosyth. 
I STARTING PROCEDURES, RULES, TIME FRAME 

A! diucrttlon of gamer 
i VICTORY CONDITIdNS 

kitrsh: 3r1tirh playa winr if he has accumulated as many r# mom Vicrnty Points and has W I 
i than half as many capital ships m ~ h t  German player at tk end d the game. 
' Grmmn: Gemran player wins il he h accumuhtd t w k  r s  nmny V i C l q  Points or sunk t w k  
'many cpptal ship as the British plsyer at t h  tnd  of the pmc. 
I Notc: A draw multr Y nane of t k  PMVC victory conditiw arc met. 

SCENAIUO d 
I ORDER OF BATTLE 
A M  

: A# &fp# amp# U!;, B'I and 
BB Agrincourt 33 Ekw York 

I BB St. VW-nt BE WYO- 
38 Her- BB Tmu ! 88 Vanwrd BB F M I  

i 33 S u p b  BB ~ ~ P W P E  
83 Temer*lm BB Quwn EliuWL 
IBC Q w n  &ry BB lhmdnought 
BC Jadefat%pblm BB h& 
BC Iminribft BB Royrfhmrip 
on hfOTES 

I. British light .hip: Add I box with 10 t n c l 4  to CL Attai;hed: and I box with 4 m i d  to E 
Fhts 4.9-10, I I ( - ) ,  and IS; add I Box with 6 enclosed to DD Fkn 12. Hochngc to Cerman light shi- 

2. Mcrchngr Sh~p: Makc 30 rwnters. Protection factor 5 movement, 4. 
STARTING mslnuNs 

No starch pracedure. Phy begins with the Arntrican ships, CL2, DD F!w 12. thc Gcrwn W s .  CL 
2a and 2b, and DD 1A FIot I1 on t h t  d@ of the battle m. Playern approximntt the  hip setup indica' 
on the fo1JMVipg diagram. Capiul s h i p  should remain inthe formation indicated until within 2 4 m  ya~ 
of cncmy capital ship. - 
AII r ~ p ~ ~ c t f i  B'I& akrtld 

BB 08 WMsf Rhtinknd 
A hr =.I 

BC Lutlow 
ms & g-- 
BB Bayern 
BB Bldtn 

\ 

BC Hlndcnbg 
BB Konir Albert 

RULES 
I. Same optiumI ruks an Scenario 1. 
2. Visibility i s  avcr 40.000 yards. Wind i s  from northwest to sou tha t .  
3. All remaining German ships, except aubmarincs, arc in G 1. 
4. AH remaining Atlied shim. except submarim, am in K 8. and annot  h v c  until 13W houn 

THE GENERAL 
Revenges, the battle cruisers Repulse and Renown, 
the light battlecruisers Courageous and Glorious, 
and by the American battleship squadron, consist- 
ing of two 14" gunned ships, and three of 12" main 
armament. Ry this time the possibility of gdining a 
victory over the Allied fleet had become quite 
remote; yet it was still within the range of 
possibilities that the High Seas Fleet could gain the 
propaganda advantages for Germany of a victory 
over an isolated segment. And under the daring 
leadership of  Admiral Scheer, they tried, and came 
respectably close to succeeding! Scenario 4 attempts 
to recreate this possibility. 

No . . . the Oerfflinger hasn't been hit-it's just firing a 
brosdside 

In a most courageous move, which has often 
since been conveniently overlooked by Allied 
historians, Scheer took the High Seas Fleet forth in 
April af I918 on a sortie to a point off the 
Norwegian coast opposite Stavanger! The objective 
of this bold thrust was the interception of the 
"Norwegian convoy," a regular system of convey- 
ance of trade to Norway and return occurring every 
3 to 4 days. After a couple of successful intercepts 
had been made by German light forces, the escort 
for these convoys was augmented to a squadron of 
capital ships from the Grand Fleet. Quite often this 
squadron was the American battleship squadron, a 
fact observed by the German submarines and made 
note of by Scheer. I t  was Scheer's aim to intercept 
and destroy one of these convoys and its escort. 

5. At start ~ c r i i a n  ship have at scm lor 24 hours. 
TIME FRAME I 

Sce~rio kgina at WOO. ~ l r k -  i s  at I 1~a0. Gan* CAB wtsen a11 Qrmn ships haw mur - A to hi - I 
cxittd horn mop or bem sunk. 
VtCTORY CON~ITIOIYS 

Victory wnb are cakuktd as in t k  advamd pme, with 4 poinu swarded Cm tach merchant r 
sunk by the Grrrmns. If Gcrwn ship exit through the Shgmak,  thc British are awarded 20 1 

Gwmn*. Germal ptayer wiru by sinking as many w more capital l ips as the Britirh player, t, , 
main~ilting lust a 2-1 nth of Victory Points as cornprrd to the British nt the end of t k  pme. ( k:.::~. "L.:2L ..:A. L. - -  ..A+. - -. . . I . . .  

1 

The Baden & Oerfllinger with s host of destroyers. 

Having finally become aware of the reasons for 
the British ability to anticipate the sorties of the 
German fleet, Scheer had his operational orders 
distributed by hand, and imposed radio silence. Asa 
result, the High Seas Reet left its anchorage and 
proceeded to Norway without the Admiralty 
realizing what was going on. But it was all in vain. 
Scheer's intelligence was faulty; he missed the 
convoy by 24 hours. He had relied upon informa- 
tion gathered by U-boats as to the sailing intervals, 
and it proved inaccurate. Yet the Germanconsuls in 
Norway could have provided the correct intelli- 
gence. The failure of the Germans to use this source 
was one more high level flub in the series which 
combined to lose the war for them. 

Scheer's presence off Norway was discovered by 
the British when the Moltke broke downand had to 
be towed home, necessitating breaking radio silence 
in the process. After some delay due to fog, and 
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A Still Closer Look at Dagger Banks 3, 

DOCGER BANKS and ITS IMPACT 
ON JUTLAND, 

and a revision or two. 

by Jerold Thomas 

This battle, in its course, its indecisiveness, and 
in the mistakes made, so mirrors the course of the 
war in the North Sea that it can serve as a starting 
point for discussion on many aspects of that war, as 
well as providing some historical background to the 
Dogger Bank scenario. 

The Actual battle began at just before 8:00 A.M. 
on January 23rd, 1915. It began as a triple 
rendezvous between Beatty's British Battle Cruiser 
force, the Harwich Force under Commodore 
Tyrwhitt, and Hipper's unsuspecting "Scouting 
Group I". The British, with their wireless intercep- 
tion, had arranged the rendezvous, though Beatty 
had hoped to be to the east of Hipper, so as to force 
him to fight, but knew he could overhaul him in any 
case with his faster shins. Hioner for his nart. . . 
immediately put about and fled-he was in no 
strength to attack. with the Von D ~ F  Tann being 
worked on; and the High Seas Fleet was in Shilling 
Roads at anchor, and not likely to come out with its 
strongest squadron, the IlIrd, in the Baltic for 
gunnery practice. This was the paradox of his 
mission; he was sent out understrength and 
unsupported, because the Kaiser could not bear to 
risk his precious fleet of BB's, but wished to placate 
the "action" group of admirals in the German Navy. 

Beatty, following his aggressive nature, charged 
ahead. and by 9:00 had come within extreme gun 
range of the fleeing Germans, who were held back 
by the slower Blucher. Both sides commenced firing 
at maximum elevation. 

Almost at once the BLUCHER, last in line, 
slowest, and weakest of the German ships, was hit. 
With her weak armor, the shells penetrated to her 
engineering spaces. and she slowed and fell back. 
Meanwhile, the British had succeeded in scoring 
only three hits on the German BC's. One freak hit on 
the SE YDLITZ, however, nearly did her in when a 
joint in the armor failed. Two turrents in the bow 
were put out of action, crews killed, and the fore 
magazine nearly went up before it was flooded, from 
powder fires which started in the shell-handling 
rooms. 

Meanwhile, in the two hours sinw 9:00, the 
Germans had scored 12 hits on Beatty's flagship, 
LION, and she could no longer hold her place in 
line. Beatty signaled the other ships to "Attack the 
enemy's rear," and "Stay close to the enemy3'- 
unfortunately, the second message was missed 
altogether, and the Admiral second-in-command 
took the "rear of the Enemy" to mean the unlucky 
BLUCHER, which was far &hind the other 
German BC's. 

Accordingly, the British concentrated on this 
ship while Hipper steamed off. The BLUCHER, 
hopelessly outgunned and tlttacked from close 
range, lasted another hour, and was still firing when 
she rolled over at noon. 

The battle was made much of by the British 
press, and was taken to demonstrate British 
"Mastery of the Seas". Beatty became a popular 
hero, and a dramatic picture of the sinking 
BLUCHER received much press play. On the 
German side, the fleet commander, lngenohl, was 
relieved, and the Battle Cruiser raids were sus- 
pended. 

Since they won, the British ignored the problems 
which Dogger Bank showed up. The defects in the 
signalling apparatus were to cost Beatty dearly at 
Jutland, when he would leave the fast BB's far 
behind him through missed signals. The weaknesses 
in the shell-handling rooms would cost him two 
Battle Cruisers to magazine detonations. Also the 
British greatly over estimated the damage they had 
{one to the German BC's. In actuality, for the 1,000 
or so rounds each side fired at long range, the 
Germans scored 15 hits to the British 5. 

The ill-fated BLUCHER's presence at Dogger 
Bank, where she did not belong. could be traced to 
her origins. She had been conceived as an answer to 
the first British BC (INVINCIBLO, when little was 
known except that the British were building a new 
and more powerful kind of cruiser. The BLUCH- 
ER, a new and more powerful cruiser, was no match 
for the Dreadnought BC's, but there she was,soshe 
was sent out. 

Since the Germans "lost", they took careful 
notice of the weakness in the shell-handling rooms 
that nearly destroyed SEYDLITZ, and corrected 
this in all their ships. At Jutland, though several 
turrets were penetrated, and powder fires ignited, 
no magazines detonated. The weakness, which the 
British would begin to correct only after Jutland, 
related to the path that shells and powder charges 
travelled, up through the barbettes. from the 
magazines to the Turrets. The doors which 
theoretically kept the two areas isolated failed to do 
so in reality, and all too often the shell-handling 
room, down in the barbette, caught fire when the 
turret was hit. The corrections needed were not that 
extensive in terms of further insulating the maga- 
zines from the turrets. but the difference was crucial. 

So, in their overestimation of their gunnery's 
effectiveness, in their ignoring of the fatal flaw in the 
shell-handling rooms, and in their failure to 
improve signals, the British, and Beatty, set the 
stage For the most one-sided action in the Jutland 
battle-the Battle Cruiser run to the South, where 
the British lost two BC's, and had three badly 
damaged, while seriously hitting only one German 
BC. 

This leads, ever so indirectly, to a series of 
variantsloptional rules,which add some realism to 
the game, improve its balance, and correct a few 

errors. The first three apply only to the Dogger 
Bank Scenario, while the rest can apply to any 
scenario, or to the campaign game, (for which see 
THE GENERAL, Pol. 9, No. 6) 

The BIuch@r-Using the Black Prince counter 
for the Blucher, while simplifying matters, does the 
Blucher an unjustice. While still only a CA, the 
Blucher, at 15,500 tons, was larger. better protected, 
and far k t t e r  armed than any other CA. She had 12 
brand new (M'12) 8.2" guns to 6 older M'04 9.2" 
guns for the Black Prince, with fire control at each 
turret. Her speed, just over 25 knots, was also better 
than the usual CA's 23. Therefore, the Blurher 
should have the following factors and bitboxes. 
Basic Gunnery Factors 1-2-1, Movement 10, 
Protection Factor 6. Her hit boxes can k 
approximated by checking off one box from each 
group of a POSENslass BB (remember that she 
remains a C A  as regards maximum range, how- 
ever). 

Additional Forces-these units, eliminated 
from the Dogger Banks scenario for simplicity. were 
actually present, they are-German; DDE Flot 5 ,  
DD Flot 14; British: DD Flot 13 

Variaiions-Dogger Bank-Add the Yon Der 
Tann to the German OB. This makes for a very even 
and interesting game, but the British no longer need 
a 2-1 edge, they just need to match the Germans to 
win. 

The variations below may be used separately or 
together, though certain of them, notably the 
counter changes, are recommended for use in all 
situations. One omission in the Victory point chart 
is in the Value of the German KAlSER Class BB's. 
If the modified "14" protection factor is used for 
these ships, their Victory 'point Value would 
increase to 56 pts. 

Some of the more speculative variations include 
the following simple changes increasing the Ger- 
mans effective force: 

I .  Consider all of the KONlG Class BB's to be 
LUTZOW Class BCs 

2. Add 5 additional B's to the German 0 .  B. 

Critical Hirs-the current critical hit is some- 
what inequitable in assigning equal vulnerability of 
German ships to such events as Magazine Fires. 
This equality only existed before Dogger Banks. 
and even the relatively greater protection of the 
German BC's would reduce the odds. Critical hits 
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I Putting Secondary Batteries in the Game 
Each ship has two secondary batteries, of two 

factors each, one on each side. They can be most 
easily represented by adding two circles oneach side 
of the ship's gun boxes. They have the following 
ranges-6" - 14,000 yd.; 4"- 10,000 yd. When firing 
at capital ships within their range, hnv of the 6" 
secondary factor bearing on the firing side may be 
added (round fractions up), 4" secondary factors 
may not be added. When firing at light ship units, all 
of the secondary factors may be added. Even CA's 
(except the Blucher) and B's get these secondary 
boxes. The Blucher has one box on each side. 

Light ships may now fire on Capital ships. at half 
gunnery factor, and may damage the secondary 
batteries only. Excess hits from light ships affect 
neither the main gunnery nor become torpedo hits. 
Otherwise, secondary batteries are checked off as 
follows: Each torpedo (flotation) hit also checks off 
one secondary battery box. Each critical hit checks 
off any two secondary boxes in addition to other 
effects. Main Gunnery hits ignore the presence of 

,, the secondary gun boxes for determination of when 
torpedo hits are assessed; secondary gun boxes do 
not affect the number of hits needed to sink a ship. 

Gunnery-Though the Germans had an edge in 
gunnery, each side had certain specific advantages. 
The superior German range-finding equipment 

r 

usually enabled them to find the target first. The 
British Gun-Director system, whereby allguns were 
fired at the same instant from a single key, enabled 
the British to better hold a target they had once 
scored on. This can roughly be reflected as 
follows-On the first M & F Turn that a Britishship 
(or group of ships)fires at a specific target, the firing 
ships drop one column on the Gunnery Damage 
Table (i.e., 25 factors would fire on the 17-20 
column); where a ship (or Group of ships) are firing 
on a target that they scored 2 or more hits on in the 
previous turn, the firing ships increase by one 
column on the Gunnery Damage Table (the same 25 
factors would roll on the 27-32 column). This 
benefit is available only if all the firing ships also 
fired on that same target in the previous turn. The 
Germans ignore both the increases and decreases of 
this option. This option does not affectthe ranges at 
which hits are doubled or tripled, only the column 
used to resolve the gunnerycombat. Critical hits do  
not count towards the " 2  or more hits." Ships 
receiving the "2" hits should be marked with 
pennies, etc. 

Magazine Bits-Gunnery factors firing a t  a ship 
that has had a Magazine Flash Fire are halved-this 
is in addition to any other modifications, and is due 
to the huge clouds of smoke and flame that such 
fires produced, obscuring the target. This effect 
exists only for the next Maneuver and Fire Turn. 

.-...rr s " " s p - m p  ..., .*.-."..I... I..II. ." --.> 
nequitabk inassigning vtftory pointsstrkrly on the the Protection Factor plus the ship's movcmtl 
ksis of protection factor, f hc brttkoi Jutlnnd. hud capability ~ n c x a s s  of U Movement Factors. plus t l  
II c o r n  OR ur the Gemans planned, would have ships gunnery Iac~ors (braadside) in e x m a  of It 
k n  s prtliminriry to a final decisive brttk, or toa Also, Ihc Vhory p int  vatuc of B's is halve 

,situation where t k  British could no Longer protcet only 2% their protection factor. 
' their blockade. tn this light. the quality of ship's This chan has thecifeft of makingwho youair 
bunk bccamt nearly as important ;is quantity-for a matter of some importance, prticularly if yr 
example, the Gcrrnans could lw all their B'r attack the cncmy's k t .  This chart still has tl 
without seriously hurling their fighting efficiency, average German xhip worth mom than the itvtral 
while their BCs were far more impoftant. though British ship. and both rides' BC'a befome rno 

' 
the value asrigrted is marly the same. Accordingly. important. ( I f  you think that BCs were r~ 

I ship sunk Vir**-.f Points arc now computed on the irnportanl, give the Germans lour more LUTZOH 
basis of a Mr d Protection Factor, which also instcad of thc Konigciass 3B*s1 and watch the fu1 .. . - n . . . . . . - -. . - the r - - -  - 

. . -. . - ..e 3 
Orion 6 

r MPF 

Lion 

A Only this value if given a MF of "9", Value woutd be "1 6" if MF remained 8 
+ Tha Rritich R'c in thr nrlrlitinnnl fnrces yvn~~ld also have this Victorv Point Value 

Rapid Fire-While the standard rate of fire in 
both navies was one salvo (one gun from each 
turret) every twenty seconds, in actuality the loading 
mechanisms could provide for doubk this rate of 
fire; but with some reduction in accuracy, and a 
considerable danger of overheating the gun tubes. 

Accordingly, ships may increase their gunnery 
factors in a given turn as follows: double the ships 
available gunnery factors, and then using the 
doubled amount as a base, decrease the factors by 
one column on the CRT; that is, 12 gunnery factors 
would fire on the 17-20 column on the CRT. 
Halving, doubling, and tripling of hits still occurs 
normally as indicated on the range finder. 

Each time a ship uses rapid fire, in any given 
Battle Procedure hour. that hour is considered as 
two hours, regardless of how many other turns in , 
that hour the ship has also fired. 

Also, each time a ship uses rapid fire, there is a 
213 chance that it's guns will be inoperable in 
subsequent turns. A die is rolled, with a I or 2 
indicating that the guns will be inoperable for two 
immediately following Maneuver and Fire Turns, 
and a 3 or 4 indicating that the guns will k 
inoperable for the next Maneuver and Fire Turn 
only. A roll of 5 or 6 has no effect on the firing ship. 1 

Generally, therefore, ships will use rapid fire 1 
only when they are about to be destroyed, or have a 
high chance of sinking. i 

Modified Maneuver and 
Fire Turn Procedure 

As a means to avoid the advantages which 
accrue from moving and firing last in each 
Maneuver and Fire Turn, the following procedure is 
suggested. 

First Maneuver and Fire Turn-The German player 
maneuvers his units their FULL Movement Factor, 
and then the British player maneuvers his units 
HALF their movement Factor (round fractional 
movement factors UP). Then both players execute 
their fire attacks, German player first. 

Second Mamziver and Fire Turngand  all subse- 
quent even numbered M & F Turns) 

The British Player maneuvers his ships their 
FULL Movement Factor, then the German playel 
does the same; Both players execute their Fir< 
Attacks, German player first. 

Third Maneuver and Fife Turn-(and all subse- I 
quent ODD numbered M & F Turns) 

The German Player Maneuvers his ships their 
FULL Movement Factor, then the British playel 
does the same; Both players execute their Firc 
Attacks, British player first. 

Realistic Attack Procedure 
The following method eliminates partially tht 

advantages of firing one ship at a time, and car 
partially alleviate the effects of sequential fire turns 

Each player simply designates the target of eack 
ship before any attacks are resolved by either side 
The easiest method which I have found to do this i! 
to make up small (%",the blank onesavailable frotr 
Avalon Hill are fine) counters bearing the name o 
each ship, and place them on the target ship. Thi: 
makes for quick and irreversible allocation of fire 
and even produces the incorrect fire allocations 
which were so common when one side had an edge 
in numbers. If a target ship is sunk in that turn, by a 
previous attack, the attacker has only half of the 
gunnery factors from still unresolved attack. 
available to reallocate to o t k r  attacks, thi. 
reallocation must be done immediately when t h ~  
target ship sinks. 
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CAPITAL, SHIPS - British 
Guns 

TYP N m  (~1  Dpphbat L?ngth Arrncm MpinBatt &Butt  
BB 'Bellerophon. Superb, Ternemirs 18,600 520 11" 10 x 12" 16 x 4" 

St. Virrmg CoNngwrooa Vmpmd 19,250 510 91 '  lox  12" 1 8 x 4 "  
Neptune, Cdosm, Hmcules 20,000 540 10" lo x la" 1 6 x 4 "  
Otion, Monarch ihqueror, 15500 550 12" 10 x 13.5" 16 x 4" 

Thunbsrm 
'IClng Goo. V, Ajax, Ormtuion 23,000 570 12" 10x13.S" 1 6 x 4 "  
'Iron Dub, Bunbow, Mnrhbolough 25,aOO 6a0 12" l o x  13.5" 1 1  x 6" 
4hhrn, Vabnt, Malaya, Wwspite 18,DOO 654 13" 8 x 15" 12x6" 

Revenge, Raayl Oak 26,OMI 610 1 3" 8 x 1 5 "  l 2 x ~  
' ~ u r n u r t  27,500 635 9" 14 x 12" 2 0 x 6 "  
%in 23,000 560 12" 10 x 13.5" 16 x 6" 
'Canada 28,000 625 9- 10 x 14- 1 6 x 6 '  

B (aU in nddit'l form) 16,230 439 9-12" 4x12", 4x9.2", 10x6" 
BC Invincible, Inflexible, Indomlabls 17,250 560 7" 8 x 1 2 "  1 6 x 4 "  

'~ndefatigable, Ww ZeaLnnd 18,750 580 8" 8x12"  1 6 x 4 "  
Lion, Rinr~ss Royal  Queen IrIary 26,359 675 9" 8 x 13.5" 1 6 x  4" 
Tiser 28,500 720 9" 8 x  13.5" 1 6 x 4 "  

CA M n o t a m , W ~ S h w m  14,600 5 2 0  6" 4 ~ 9 . 2 "  1 0 ~ 7 . 5 "  
C m I m n s ,  Warrlor 13,550 500 6" 6 x 9.2" 4 x 7.5" 

CA Duke of Edinb', Bhck Rlncs 13,550 500 6" 6 x 9.2" 10 x 6"9 
H a m p h h ,  An% Itoxburgh 10,850 465 6" 4 x 7.5" 6 x 6" 

Dcvonshir% 

GERMAN CAPITAL SHIPS 
BE Pom~, Numu, WestEarso, 18,900 470' 11.5'' 12x  11" 1 2 x 6 "  

ukinhnd 
Osrfrieshnd. Oldenbw& 21,000 546' 11.5" 12 x 12" 14x6 '  

Hdgoland, Thuriwn 
" ~ a i w ,  biserin. hiderich I)er 24,700 5E4' 14" l o x  12'' 1 4 x 6 '  

G r o w  Prim Regent Liutpold 
Konig Kronprinz W~lhelm, Wkgraf 26,000 575' 14" 10x12'' 1 4 x 6 "  

Gm8.w Kurfurst 
B " AU ~ e u t m n d 9  13.200 410 9%'' 4 x  11" 14 x d7" 
BC Yon DeaTann 19,W 558 10'' 8 x H "  10x6" 

l a  Moltke 23,000 590 1 I" 10 x 11" 1 2 x 6 "  
Scydlita 25,000 648 11" 10 x 11" 12x6" 
tutzow. Derffiin@x 28,000 675 1 2- 8 x  12" 1 1 x  6" 

CA Blucher 15,500 489 7" 12 x 8.2" 8 x 6 "  

This is basically an expansion and correction of 
a section which appeared in the original JUTLA ND 
Battle Manual, but was Left out of the new one. 
Included are notes on the ship types, and more data 
on the tighter ships, as  well as information on ships 
which appear in the additional forces, or in the 
Campaign Game (The General, Vol. 9, No. 6). 

The numbers arc self expiaining, except for: 
Displacement. this is Standard Displacement:at full 
load, ships would run about 1W heavier than this. 
Len h-this is waterline length; the maximum e ength would exceed this, and the deck length would 
be somewhat less. 
--This is the maximum thickness of the main 
belt-it was effectively reduced somewhat in British 
ships hcause all that was needed was a turret 
penetration to set off a magazine. 

Capits1 Ship Notcs 

1 .  Dreadnought also of this class 
2. Audacious of this class, sunk, 1914 
3. Emperor of India also of this class 
4. Queen Elizabeth also of this class 
5. Built for Brazil as Rio de Janero, sold while 

building to Turkey as Sutan Osman I. Alt three 
ships appropriated for the Grand Fleet at the 
outbreak of the war. 
6. Built for Turkey as Reshadieyeh 
7. Built for Chile as Ahirante  Latorre 
8. Australia also of thi class 
9. These guns unusable in heavier seas 

10. Konig Alkr t  also of this class 
I I. Five other boats of this class available 
12. Goeben (in the Black Sea) also of this class 

Light Ships 
The British had two types of CL's; the older 

ones, of the 2nd and 3rd Squad's, were about 5,000 
tons displacement, and carried 8 or 9 6" guns. and 
old style (submerged) torpedo tubes. The new CL's 
were lighter (3,000+ tom), faster, and carried 2-3x6" 
guns, 6x4", and 4 Torpedo tubes in dual mounts. 
The German CL's were all heavier, 450&500+ tons, 
and carried I0 (older) or 12 (newer) 4.1 "guns, again, 
the newer ships were markedly faster. 

All the DD's in action a t  Jutland were around 
W I ~ I I S .  The British Boats had 2-3x4" gum. 
with 4 orpedo t u k  in two pairs. The German 
boats had 2x33" guns with 5 or 4 Torpedo T u b ,  
mostly in single mounts. Thus the Germans had the 
edge in torpedoes, while the British have the edge in 
gunnery. 

Notes on the Ship 
Moltke-this ship should be an "I I" M F  ship; 

even the Scydlitz. Lutzow, and Dtrfflinger were not 
as fast as the British Lion and Tiger classes. 

Kaiser--the Protection Factor of this class 
should be "14", as these s h i p  were armored 
substantially as the "Konig" class. 

KaisPr, Invincible Classcs..ln both t h e  classes, 
the far-side wing turrets could actually fire across 
the ship, but they are not so noted be~ause their arc 
of fire to the far side was very limited, more so in the 
Invincibles. Therefore, where. the target ship is 
directly to the broadsideof these ships, they may use 
alI of their guns. To determirae this. lay a straight- 
edge along the line of the column t o  whiih the ship 
belong (this provides less chance of error) ignoring 
any ships which have turned relative to the ship 
firing. If a perpendicular from this line at the point 
of the firing ship passes through the defending 

(target) ship counter, all guns may fire. For the 
Kaiser class, if the perpendicular line places the 
target ship to the rear of full broadside, but within 
two shiplengths, all guns may fire, also. 

Counter Changes -German-All the ships of 
the KONtG Chss should have a Movement Factor 
of '9"-in the actual battle at Jutland. these ships 
became separated from the German main body,and 
nearly overhauled the British "Fast" BWs, b u s e  
of their superior speed. hitting 24 kts. Britkh-the 
BCs LION and PRINCESS RO YA L should have a 
movement factor of" 12"-thest ships were actually 
marginally faster than the German BCs.  

Hit Box Changa-The COLOSSUS should 
have hit boxes like the NEPTUNE, the middle 
turret Fan also fire to the rear. The Gwhn-this 
ship helped to bring Turkey into the war. but might 
have h e n  better used with the High Seas Fleet. She 
can be added to any OB, she is identical to the 
Moltke. 

Canado, Erin, Agincourt-all three of these 
ships were being built for other countries-Canada 
for Chile, and the other two for Turkey. They could 
possibly be deleted from the BritishO.B.'sassuming 
that they were turned over to their rkhtful owners 
(who had 

.., 
already paid for them). 
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PROTECTION FACTORS I THE GENERAL 

WHO SAYS THESE THINGS WON'T SINK 

DERFFLINGER IN THE DEATH RIDE 

10 

, For those gamerswho believe that theedge given 
r- the German ships in gunnery and protection factors 

is unjustified, we offer the record of the Derffldnger 
at Jutland. Called by naval historian J.C. Taylor 
"probably the best all around capital ships of their 
day," the Deflfringer and her sister ship the Lutzow 
led the German van in magnificent fashion during 
the daylight portion of the battle. On the run to the 
south, DerSfYinger destroyed Queen Mmy, and 
Lurzow came within an eyelash of accomplishing 
the same with the Lion. At theconclusion of the run 
to  the north, Lutzaw blasted the Defense out of the 
water. Then, in a deadly two minute interval of 
rapid fire, the Derflingers teamed up to prove the 

, fallacy of the name of the Invincible. So much for 
the gunnery factor. .' During this last stage, the Lutzow came under 

' 
the fire of the entire Grand Fleet. Hit by 2d h e a y  
shells, she had to leave the action at this point. (She 
finally was scuttled by the Germans hours later, 
during the night. But for a freak failure of her 
forward pumps, she probably would have beenable 
to make port.) At this point, while Admiral Hipper 
was on a destroyer transferring his flag to  the  
Moltke, the lead of the German battlecruisers 
passed to Derfflinger. It was the crisis of the battle 
for the Germans. For the second time Jellicoe and 
the  Grand Flea had crossed the T on them.  The 
German  line was fatled by n scmi-circlc of gun 
flashes, the only sight which could be discerned of 
their tormentors. who had the advantage of 
favorable visibility. The only hope for the Germans, 
who needed time to set up another battle tumaway, 
was a torpedo boat attack. But this too would 
require time for the flotillas to get into position. 
Admiral Scheer's decision was prompt and 
characteristic-if necessary, the battlecruisers must 
be sacrificed to save the fleet. The order was flashed 
to them: "Rein in den Fiend. Ran." Liberally 
translated, this meant-all out attack-ram if 
necessary. Without hesitation, Captain Hartog of 
the Derflinger obeyed. To the remaining battle- 
cruisers, the visual signal "full speed ahead, course 
S.E." was made. So began the "death ride" of the 
battlecruisers. Led by the Derflinger, they plunged 
straight a t  the van of thesemi-circle of British ships! 

To this point, the Derfflinger was relatively 
undamaged. In short order this situation changed, 
as she became the focal point of the fire of the Grand 
Fleet. A 38 cm shell hit C turret, putting it out of 
action. A few moments later the same fate befell D 
turret. As the range fell to 7500 yards, hit after hit 
struck the ship. The first four 15cm casemate guns 
on the port side were put out of action. Several hits 
were received on the side armor, causing little 
destruction. Then a IT' shell hit the conning tower, 
once again failing to pierce the armor. Shortly 
thereafter another shell of heavy calibre hit under 
the bridge, causing widespread damage and starting 
a serious fire. Finally, the destroyers were able to 
launch their attack on the British line. Jellicoe 
immediately turned away, and the High Seas Fleet 
was able to extricate itself. The battlecruisers, still 
led by the Deflinger, turned to the south and 
gradually lost sight of the British in the failing 
daylight. At this point, Derfflinger received her last 
hits, which temporarily put A turret out of action. 

During the night action, Derflinger and Von 
der Tann took station at the end of the Germanline, 
and were spectators to  the actions with the British 
destroyers ahead of them. With only A and B turret, 
8 guns of the secondary battery and one searchlight 
intact, she was not in good shape for a night action. 
Accordingly, she held her fire when the only English 
destroyer was sightcd, and it in turn  did uul allack. 
At dawn, the ship again cleared for action. But the  
enemy were not in sight. At 430 that afternoon, 
carrying 3,000 tons of water, she sropped anchor in 
Wilhelmshaven Roads. So rests the case for the 
protection factor. 

01 all the dreadnoughts of the High Seas Fleet 
which fought at Jutland, only Derflingcr was afloat 
during World War 11. Having been scuttled at Scapa 
Flow with the rest of theGerman Fleet in 1919, she 
was raised by the British in 1939. War being then 
imminent, she remained moored at Scapa Flow- 
for a time adjacent to Jellicoe's flagship, the Iron 
Duke-until the cessation of hostilities. In 1946 she 
was scrapped. Her final chapter ended in 1965 when 
her ship's bell and seal were returned to Germany by 
the British. 

COMPILATION OF HITS RECEIVED BY 
SMS DERFFLlNGER ON 31 May 1916, 

AND THElR EFFECTS. 

I .  Apparent underwater hit on the port inboard propeller, 
musing the loss of the cap, the covering plate of the blade 
fastening screws being damaged. Probably caused by ashot 
which fell short. No effect on the turning of the machinery 
resulted. 
2. Hit by a 10.2 cm shell coming from port aft. Penetrated , 

the skylight of the cabin, with the result that thedeckat this I 
point leaked when water flowed over the deck. 
3. Hit by a 38 cm shell at frame 22 on  port side, close under 
the quarter deck. Dstroyed an officer's living room and 
commandant's cupboard, Raving pierced the outer plating. 
4. Hit by 38 cm shell which pierced outer plating at frame 
27% on port side close under the quarterdeck. Shell 
exploded a few meters from the ship's side, rending a 5 
meter hole in the lower dwk and quarter deckand causing 
muchdevastation. Thewatenight bulkheads27and39 were 
destroyed, and each watertight subdivision in the aftership 
from frame 59 back were disabled. 
5. Hit by 30.5 cm shell coming from port ham. Pierced the 
skylight at frame40in thestarboard quaner deck, rendinga 
hole 3 meters across, then exploded in the officers' living 
deck, putting many compartments in ruins. The sale in the 
room of the ship's paymaster was destroyed. 
6. Hit of undetermined size on port armor belt at frame61, 
one meter under the quanerdcck. The armor plate was 
somewhat k n t  in, some rivets popped I O O S ~ ,  some ofthe 
bracing angles bcnt slightly. Somc leakaw 1 rbullrd, and the 
nets and aet cases from frames 50 to 70 were damaged. 
7. One of the biggies. There are several pages of text and 
diagrams of the destruction caused by this hit. Insummary, 
it was a 38cm shell hit which penetrated turret I3 on the 
seam between the slanted and the horizontalplatesover the 
right gun. The turret, which had been bearingat about 230 
degw.n was thrown around to hard right port forward 
position by the impact. The shell detonated on the right 
cartridge hoist, and ignited much of the powder of theshells 
in that turret. The whole turret was filled with ajetofflame 
and poisonous gases, the latter of which travelled as faras 
the aft guanerymntrol station through the speaking tubes, 

I 
and required the temporary donning of gas masks and 
abandonment of the latter. While little damage was done to 
the guns, the transport mechanism was wrecked, and all 
combustible material destroyed. 74 men, including 6 
t r ans fe rd  to this turret when their 8.8 cm gun was 
disabled, were killed. One escaped through the cartridge 
ejection port. 
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8. A heavy shell hit  or^ the armor belt on the pon side a t  
frame 88, i metem below the quarterdmk. It knocked a 
piece of the side armor out, which pie& thesidesplinter 
wall and the mttal walls of the workshop and air shafts of 
the port aft engine. 
9. Hit by a shell of u n s p d i i  size on armor belt at frame 
94,2$4 meets under the quarterdeck. The armor plate was 
Bent in, outside plating under the armor dented andswcral 
rivets popped. The net cases and nets from frames 90 to  1 10 
were dama&, as well as a net spar. 
10. This was another of the most dat rwt ive  hits. In 
summary, it was a 38 cm shell hit, from an an& of 229 
degrees, which penetrated the barbette annor of turret C 
about 1 meters under the upper edge and exploded on the 
upper part of the turntabt  between the guns under thegun 
muter's &nd. This ignited numerous ~artridgps. both in 
the t u m t  and ,on the transport mechanism, resulting in ajet 
of flame and poionous gases Thp turret rotating 
mechanism. the cartridge loading mechanism, the transport 
mechanism and thedeck plates were dmtroyed.68 men-41  
but 1 from the right gun and 5 from the left-were killed. 
The survivors cscap l  from the left entrance and left 
 artr ridge ejection port. Several adjacent wmprtmeots in 
the lower deck had to bc evacuated for a Few minute  
because of the gas. It is to be noted that neither fire from 
turrets C or D spread to other areas, or even ignited all the 
shells in the turrets. 
1 I. A 10.2 cm shell hit which penetrated an air shafton port 
aft upper deck and ~ a m e  to rest, unexploded, in the room 
behind $he &cers' mess. 

12. A heavy shell hit on the seam of the armor plate at 
frame I24 on the port side. A piem of the armor was broken 

in and thrown against the side splinter bulkhead between 
the inner and outer oaal bunkers, causing some damage. 
The nits and net cases were also rip@ and two mt span 
ripped loose. 
13. A hit by a 38 cm shell coming from port aft which 
periemtcd the rear funnel a t  the height of the boat deck and 
damaged the drain pipe of the rear siren. but did not 
explode. 
14. A bit by a 38 cm shell which penetrated the aft funnel 
and funnel casing, and the funnel of the officers' kitchen at 
the height of the searchlights, alsodamaging two barrels of 
the steam escape pipes of the boiler. 
15. A hit by a I5 cm shell which c r o n d  the the funnel 1% 
meters from iB upper edge. 
16. A hit bya38cm shell which penetrated the fore funnel I 
meter under the edge. A splinter damaged one barrel of the 
steam escape pipe from the boiler. 

17. A heavy hit. probably a 30.5cm ghtll, which struck the 
muzzle of the port Ill 15 cm gun, knmiing off about 23 
meters of the barrel, and exploding on the gun shield. The 
barrel broke open, the breech block jammed in so that the 

gun wuld not be unladed. Insride the casemate m r a l  
frames and bulkhead fm were damaged. The blast lifted 
thc pon 11 15 cm gun lifting the barrel and bending many 
pi-. The height adjusting and swivelling machinery were 
badly twisted. The gun was not fired again as a result. Net 
cases from frames 175 to 180 and the nets from frames 175 
to the front were ripptd loo=. 
18. A hit by a 10.2 cm shclt through the aft mast a t  the 
height o i  the edge of the funnel. 
19. Hit by a 10.2 cm shell on port frame 195,  penetrating^ 
bulkhead face in the superstructure deck and exploding, 
under the bridge. 
20. Hit by a heavy shell coming from the port beam, which 
dcs t rop l  the sick bay, rent the battery deck, upper c k k  
and superstructure deck, and tore apart the chart house. 
Shell fragments damaged the rigging considerably penetrat- 
ing the voice t u k  and cable to the spotting stand and 
damaging the foremast. A metal piece from the bridgestuck 
to the bottom of the spotting stand. A splinter pemiruted 
the lower deck. A bundle of the armored grating in the 
Funnel neck at the level of the tick bay was ripped out, and 
the exhaust shaft for the turbo ventilator lor the port 1V 
furnace room was damaged. This is labeled 21 on the photos 
and diagrams. 

2 t .  A direct hit, probably 15 cm, against the spar foot at 
frame 210, knockingoff both it and thespar. Thisislabeled 
20 on the diagrams. 
22. Hit by a 30.5 cm shell (fragment with the rraarking'll 
in" was Found) coming from a &ring d240degrscs on the 
forward conning tower at the aft seam on theport side phte 
about I meter underthe aft ride observation slit, detonating 
on impact. Small pieces of the plate were b rokn  out in 
about thecirEumference of the shell, and the bridge deck in 
a circumference o l  about 2 meters was torn up. The geal 
plates betwwn some of the armor were protruding, but 
o the rwk  them was no damage, neither inside nor outside 
the conning tower. Several Iight shell fragments, and a 
quantity of yellow gas, came through the observation slits. 
the latter requiring the donning of gas masks for a few 
minutes. However the ship direction, and that of t h c g u n ~  
were not intermpted. A shell fragment destroyed the range 
finder of turret B. 
23. A heavy shell, probably of 23.5 cm, coming from a 
bearing of 270 degrees, grazed the barbette of turret A, then 

struck the deck of the starboardside without penetrating or I 
exploding. In  the revolving turret of turret A, a violent , 

shock was felt, and the crew in the rear pan of the turret 
were severly thrown around- A circuit breaker ror the 
revolving mechanism popped out, requiring use of an aft 
station lor a brief period. 
24. A heavy shell, probably 30.5cm, wmingfroma bearing 
of 240, struck the barbette armor of turret A about one 
meter below the edge on the port side and detonated. 
leaving a shallow depression with two Largecracks, a d  rent 
the upper deck or the hrbette in a c i r d c r p n c e  of a b u t  
two meters. The turret n i l  war bent. and the turretjammed 
temporarily. The turret was m r l y  shaken and theelectric 
rotating machinery failed temporarily. Some small frag- 
m t s  came though an observation slit of the turret. 
E. A 10.2 cm shell, or fragmcntr tkrof,.damaged ttte 
outside skin on the port side at  frame 261 under the 
forscastle. 
26. A 10.2cm shell penetrnted the outer skin on the port 
side at frame 263 and exploded in compartment XV on tk 
lower deck. 
27. A hit by a 38 cm shell pemmted the outer skinabove 
the armor on the port side a t  frame 284. exploded in the 
lower deck on the port side, rent both the upper and lower 
deck, caused much damage in the warrant offiarrs' room, 
crewmenso room and general magazine. A splinter destroy- ' 

ed the sttam pipe of the bow mpstun machine in the , 

armored deck. Water from high waves entered into the 
armored deck from frames 262 to 303, and the lower deck 
from frame 249 to  303. A fire was started in the m n s '  
and warrant offifice=' rooms, and in the canteen, causing 
wvere smoke and gas peril until dinperad through use of I 
wmuresmd air from wrt and starboard furnace r o o m  VI. ' 

&&al h o l e  were &de in the fwe~ast le  bv fm-nts. 

28. A shell s t G k  between frmw 316 and 321 on the oort 
side above the waterline, knocking off the 4 and 5 arkor 
plates. impact also dented the outer skin, and tore up 
the upper and lower decks. The bow torpedo lwk  room and 
the 4 reserve heating oil cells between frames 270 and 320, 
both port and starboard, were damaged and fillcd with 
water. The port forward anchor ham pipe was tom up, and 
the upper deck adjaant  was w a r d  upwards. Water also 
entered the bow I& rooms. carpenter's store mom and 
crew rooms. The impact threwa torpedoin the bow torpedo 
room which was sitting in the lube about L$ meter high, 
rendering inoperable the mpchanirm. 

29. A I5 cm shetl penetrated the anti-roll tank on the port 
suprs l ruuure  deck. passed on into thc deck officers'room 
and mess, and e x p l d .  
30. A shell fell short and hit or urplodod under water a t  
frame 2 15 on the port side. The resulting hydraulic pmsurc 
bent in the outside skin under the armor from frame 195 to  
2 15. The compartment cell and guard bunker from fram 
I95 t o  218 on the port side filled with water. 
3 t .  A hit. probably by a l0.2cm *I1 on thes t a rbods ide  
at frame 252 on the upper edge of the armor, slightly 
damaging the outer skin. 
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GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS: A PLAYING AID 
FOR PANZERBLITZ 

by Andrew C. Katsampes 

Mathematics has been a pan of war games 
since their creation. The most familiar aspect is 
probability, but for games such as PanzerBlitz 
and PanzerLeader, there exists yet a not her 
aspect. Unlike other games where combat 
occurs when units are in adjaoent hexes, the 
main method of attack is direct fire across more 
than 1 or 2 hexes. Hexsides block the line of 
sight (LOS), also the line of fire (LOF), if they are 
at the appropriate elevation and intersect the 
LOS. The LOS is a line from the center of the 
firing hex to the center of the target hex. Even 
when using thread as a straight edge, situations 
arise where the obstruction of the LOS is in 
doubt. By superimposing a set of x,y coordinates 
on the board, graphical analysis can answer 
rhese quesrions. 

The x,y coordinates are situated such that 
three conditions are satisfied. First, the origin 
(0,O) is at the center of rhefiring hex. Second, thk 
x axis bisects every hexside and passes through 
the center of each hex in one row. Finally,the y 
axis is coincident with the hexside of every other 
hex. This is obvious in the example provided. The 
equations of the lines connecting the origin with 
the center of the target hex (LOS) and the 
extreme ends of the blocking hexside in ques- 
tion, are of the form pmx, where m equals the 
slope of the line. If the slope of the LOS has a 
value between those slopevalues of thb extreme 
ends of the blocking hexside, then the LOS is 
obstructed, provided the hexside is at the proper 
elevation. 

To calculate the coordinates of the center of 
the target hex it is necessary to first determine 
the M and N values for the target hex. M is the 
number of hexes in the vertical direction and N is 
the number of hexes in the horizontal direction. 
The firing hex, whose center is located at the 
origin has M=l and N=1. The hexjusttothe right 
or left would be M=l , N=2. In our example, the 
firing hex is 1 -Y-2 and the target hex is 1 -N-5 
(M=12, N=3). Since M is even we use the 
equations, y=0.75 + (9-1 ) (1.5) and x= (N-0.5) 
(sin 60°), to calculate the coordinates of the 
center of the target hex. When dealing with 
situations where the target is located in the first 
quadrant, as in the example, ignore the fact that 
either M or N should be negative, because both 
the target hex and the hexside inquestion are 
both in the same quadrant, which eliminatesthe 
apparent error. 

The hexside that may obstruct the LOS, in the 
example, is common to both hexes 1 -V-3 and 1 - 
W-2. After determining the M,N values of this 
hex (1 -V-3 in this case), it is a simple matter to 
calculate the coordinates of the six points that 
define the hex using the equations supplied and 
noting whether M is even or odd. In actual 
practice. it is sufficient to calculate the coordi- 
nates for the twopoints that aretheendpoints of 
the hexside in question. Note that depending on 
which quadrant both the target hex and blocking 
hexside are in affects the labeling of the six 
points that define the hex. For demonstrative 
purposes all six sets of coordinates are calculat- 
ed in the example. 

At this point we have the coordinates for the 
hexside endpoints and the center of the target 
hex. The line connecting each of these points 
with the origin has a slope equal to the value of 

I L  Determination 

If M is odd, 

x = (N -0.5) (sin 60') 
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the y coordinate divided by t he  value of t he  x 
coordinate. If theslope of the LOS is greaterthan 
the slope otone end of the hexside and lessthan DESIGN 

4 m - .. 
the slope of t he  other, then the LOS and the  
hexside intersect. In the example, the LOS 

ANALYSIS ' 
crosses AB and CD (A(6.351 pLOS(3.811) > 
B(2.887) 1 and ~C{2.309)4OS(3.811143(4.041) ). 
The LOS does not cross BC because the slope of 
the LOS is greater than the slope of both ends of 
the hexside (LOS(3.811 w(2.887)C(2.309) 1. 

Besides resolving disagreements in face to 
face competition, this system can he used in 
games played by mail t o  avoid this response 
from your opponent, "I'm sorry. but it appears to 
me that in your third attack t he  LOS goes 
through the hexside common to 1 -V-3 and 1 -W- 
2." It seems appropriate to introduce this?ype of 
lnalysis to wargaming at this time when 
:alculators are becoming more readily available. 

Quadrant 

SERIES REPLAY Continued from Page 24 

Only an analysis of a number of close games played 
with this approach would prove conclusivcly 
whether or not I took more risks than the situation 
justified. Therefore, my last statement to the Reader 
is, if you want to settle the question of whether or 
not this Napoleon knew what he was doing, get out 
your Waterloo game and play some games for 
yourself! 

i 
: Overall Commentary: 

Dove Roberts is ,ow oj lhefew people to haw 
beden my PAA stmrqy. He has therefore an 
eflertive strategy assuming average hck.  My only 
disagreemenr with hip strategy iE that making low 
ad& attacks early in rhe game irrevocably commits 

1 one ro ronrinue doing so. For example; when Brian 
made the errors I poinred out above Dave was 
inable to copiralize on them due lo his early losses. I 
alm~ays plan my games on the basis of worst possible 
luck. That way Iassume t h a ~  I can olwuys rerurn to 
low-odrls attacks if they become necessary. Thus, I 
never Ier luck dicrare my srrategy until no other 
alterna~ives are available. As ro Dave's statement 
that a conservative player such as Brian Libby 
connor be bearen by 3-I's, soak-offs and delay unit 
atlrition, I strongly disagree. At any rate this wasan 
txrellenr gamc belween two of rhefinesr players in 
the ruuntrj. Plotidits ro you both. 

CHANCELLORSVILLE: 
FIRST AND FOREMOST, A GAME-PLAYER'S GAME 

By Randall C. Reed 

One highly visible characteristic of the PWA 
/AH 500 tournament at ORIGINS I was the 
predominance of the Aralon Hit1 'classics' as 
opposed to some of our newer titles. Even during 
casual play, D-Day. Afrika Korps, Waterloo, 
Sralingrad. Midway. and Battle of the Bulge seemed 
to be the most-played titles. Why, we asked 
ourselves, is there this big attraction to the classics? 
For many different reasons obviously. But the 
bottom line still seems mainly due-iothe quality of 
the gam~xper ience  these titles generate when 
played. There is some sort of pristine simplicity in 
their mechanics that hasn't gone stale aftera decade 
of steady, intense play. 

Not all ten-year-old games become classics. 
Witness Gettysburg (still the product with which we 
are most readily identified in the minds of the 
general public), Guadalcanal, Tactics II, and 1914, 
which, while they may still have their own devoted 
following, never made it into that select inner circle. 
What then, one might well ask, makes a game a 
classic? In general, the classics tend to have 
relatively fluid and stratght-lorward game mechan- 
ics, reasonable play-balance, good situational 
dynamics, and a certain conciseness of play. More 
importantly, Avalon Hill classics seem to have a 
certain intangible 'playerdirected-ness' which 
results in stimulating, exciting games. In  short, my 
dear Watson, they are simply fun to play. 

Enter Chancellorsville, a st ill-born, almost 
mythical title from the early 1960's. When we 
decided to re-release it for inclusion in the projected 
mail-order line, it seemed like a natural for a'classic' 
redesign attempt. It was to be a game literally 'out 
of the classic mold.' Using the original OoB, 
mapboard, and play mechaniw of the old version, 
we systematically assembled a game situation 
intended to appeal to game players along the 
aforementioned classicai lines. Wealmost succeded. 

That's not to say we failed or the game was not a 
success. It was. We simply did not quite produce a 
classic. Perhaps we never will. Perhaps the idea of 
attempting to produce a game similar to the 
successful efforts of the sixties is like trying tocreate 
a modern day Mona Lisa: it may resemble the 
original, but it just isn't the same thing. 

What we did produce, however, is a game that is 
exciting and fun to play-which isn't all that 
disappointing. While i t  was conceived in the classic 
image, Chancellorsvill~ contains several new 
wrinkles worth discussing: 

1 In many respcccs, the game mechanics are purely 
classical: mapboard and other components are 
'standard.' ~ e c h a n i c a l t ~ ,  conven t io~ l  zoncs-of- 
control inhibit movement and trigger combat, 
terrain modifies defensive capabilities, and combat 
is still mandatory. Beyond that, however, the 
resemblance to the old classics ends: The CRT is not 
the familiar A-elirn/D-elim type, but rather a 
retreatldisruption type. Disrupted units move at 
only one hex per turn, cannot attack, and defend 
with a nominal combat strength of 'I  .' Unlike most 
tactical/operational games, this absolutely requires 
the deployment of reserve units behind the 'main 

line of resistance' to screen front line uni?s in the 
event they becomedisrupted. Also, very few decisive 
results emanate from single-turn actions. Rather, 
the CRT requires a series of attacks over several 
turns in which more and more defending units 
become disrupted until no more reserves are 
available. When that happens, complete collapse 
can occur in one turn. Unfortunately for the Union 
player. there are only five daylight turns in each of 
the three gamedays. The Union player must 
execute an intense series of attacks over a three or 
four turn period in order to acheive the 'coup de 
grace' position as night falls. 

One method the Confederate player has of 
spoiling this'orchestrated'attack is through the use 
of his artillery. The game system provides for two 
artillery fire phases; one offensive, the other 
defensive. The defensive artitlery fire phase allows 
the defending player to fire any available artillery 
units at attacking units BEFORE regular combat is 
resolved. Thus a 3-1 attack can suddenly be turned 
into a 1-1 or 1-2 attack. Conversely, offensive 
artillery fire can be used to execute sharp, limited 
counler-attacks at relatively little risk of l'bss. Quite 
often, the survivat of the Confederate player will 
depend upon how well he keeps his artillery intact. 

One of the least appreciated elements of the 
game mechanics is the 'constant stacking limit' rule. 
This rule has two ramifications for the Union 
player. Since the Union can only stack two-units 
high and the Confederates can stack 22-combat 
strength points high, the Confederate player is in a 
very advantageous position when fighting on a 
narrow front. The Union player has nochoice but to 
constantly extend his flanks in order to spread out 
the Confederate defenses. Thus, the game achieves a 
constant dynamic fluidity until the end-game phase 
of play. Smondly, since stacking limits apply at all 
times, both sides must plan VERY carefully to avoid 
having simple retreats turn into eliminations. The 
total effect of these rules is to produce a tacthat 
system that requires great concentration to execute 
well. 

One of the biggest problems with the original 
1961 version of Chuncellorsvi/le was that it paid 
very little attention to the actual campaign. The 
Union Army couldn't get across the Rappahannock 
without a nasty fight. The results have k e n  best 
typified as "D-Day on a river." This has k e n  
alleviated to  a greater degree in the 1974 version 
which allows the Union player THREE turns of 
movement BEFORE the Confederate player may 
respond. This 'Hooker's Right Hook' means that 
strong Union forces can be in position south of the 
river in the west before the Confederate player has 
an opportunity to react. Again, the effect creates 
and helps maintain a 'fluid' game situation. 

No1 all of the problems have bwn ironed out. 
Player response has indicated a need for revision in 
two related areas. Since the next revision of the 
Chonc~llorsville rules is not scheduled un ti1 after t he 
first of the year, they are 'previewed' herein: 

Continued on Pap 30 
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Me the USA anlwm. Paymem must bs Cqnwlt {a,b,c,db Iw Baekhus -0. 





COLLECTOR 
letters. Will rwv postaae. Howard Givens. 71 52 

.S MARKET 
For trade: 1914, exc. cond., for Fall. Barba 
Rossa, good mnd.. (by Brad* snd Feu ben, not 
SLT/SPII. Write if interested. L Roben 
Coatney. RR4. 0x. 4. Grng. Pk., 1-71. Juneau. 
Alaska 99803 (907) 788-6. 
For trade: Verdict II, in good-emllent mnd. 
Will trade for: 1914, Guad.. U-Bost, or Clvil 
War in same wnd., M better offer. Contact: 
Tony Coun. 1361 Wynnewod Dr.. W.P. Bch. 
R 3 3 U .  681-71 70. 
Average player wants PBMA.R.E.A. rated 0-0 
Grad. Want Vol. 10. No. 1. 3. 4, 6 General 
Lowest offer. Want Rederr Response pages. 
Stephen Lueas. 808 Piedmont Dr.. Tallahas- 
see, FL 32303 385-9883. 
h a n t d :  C&O. B&0.  Will buy or trade Jutland 

R. Parwin. 119-43 7th Ave. College Polnt. NY 
1 1351 (21 2) Fl-3-0748. 
Sell: Mint c o d  Gued., U-Bmt. 1914,1/1200 
ship sell-Wade games: $15. Plus post Joe 
Cullen. 104 E. 4th St.. Avt. A. NY, NY. 1 W 3 ,  

111. 3534 Clubland Drive. Marietta. GA 30062. 
404-971 -9930. 
a l e  ortrede 19141 ex. wnd. Playdtwim.Box 

worn =me. 814.00or trade for almost any 
Mm games. Send list of trradeablegarnes. Stevs 
West, 122 Air Park Dr.. Werner Robins. GA 
31093 987-0434. 
For Sale: Guad, 1914 never played U-Boat 
emellent condition. You malte offer and pay 
shlpping (min offer 6 10) James Vlasek. 284 S. 
Addison. Bensenuille. IL 601 06. 31 2-596- 

E Eastland St ~ ~ c s c n .  AZ 85710.886-7628. 
For Sale aood condition 1914.   nit codnter 
containers mirsing. $10.00. All leners an- 
swered. Larw Rmill. 7934 McClsllan. N o  3 

21 2-7T7-8924. 
I%M Sale: 1914 verv a d  condltlon  lad 

. . . . . . . .  
Cuperlmo, & 95014, ~~~5410. 
For Sale: Origlnal Anzio, 1814 plus others Ace. Bidsstart at ~ l b . E h r i s ~ e e r i n . 2 8 ~ u r e l  

Dr.. Pon Jetf. NY 1 1777,475-21 97. 
P 

Best offer. Occasional frf with m a r  recent 
games. Mlchael Kennedv, 1434N Mountain. 
Duane. CA 91010.350-2736. 
For Sale: god cond., 191 4 6 12. Al$o Bismardr 
good,cond. 815 incl. General Vol. 10, No. 1 
with ''Advanced Bismarck" article. John Fund, 
4524 Oak Glen Wav. Fair Oaks, CA 95628, 

in Buffalo? Mike Heuel, 1245 J m n  Holm- 
wood Rd.. Orchard Park. NY 141 27,662-91 98- 
For Sale: 1814. (2 copies) Guad (1). 1914'8 
never plsyd,  Gued once. Bding ms, at 6 16 plus 
shplnq. each. Mart Mason, 8 So, Halderberg 
Pkwy.. S l i ~ r l a n d s .  NY 12159. 4394877. 
For Sale: oriainal first editlon U-Boat with 

8934. 
For Sale: original Anrio 89.50. Excellent 
condition. You pay wtage. John Lengvel. 
2429 Morrison Rd.. Granite Ciw. IL 62040. 91 6-967 -0660. 

aria, Gen. minus 2 MI Game in ~lavable 931 -2280. 
For Sale: old Generals mint mndition VoI. 9: 
No's 2.3.4.5, Vol. 1 1. No. 4. Best offerthae are 

(old vers.)~. Orrg. Both ex, wndition. David E. 
Becker. 4721 Puffer Rd.. Downers Grove. IL 

canbition. WOUM want uade prefer 'duad and 
Ww. Will consider other trade or cesh. K. C. 
Bishop, P.O. Box P. Forest Knolls. CA 94933. 
41 5-488-4982. 
Ten cheap Orig. Jut. Want mature frf players. 
Mid. Luft. Pan. Ld. E l l a  others. Age 28. Craig 
Burke. 81 1 Acacia No. 4. Hunt Bch. CA92648. 

metal ship counters exec. condition $20 plus 
postage. Algcr f t  st fY-box 68 plus poaage. 
Leonard Ances. 204 Lexow Ave.. U p ~ r  Nyack 

. . . . .  
6061 5.969-3389. 
Wanted: Guad., in good-to-encellent condition, 

original is$-. F r d  J. Muccir. 5319 OaMon. 
Skokie. IL 60076. 31 2-639-491 7. 
h r  Sak: oriqinat G u a d a  Anzio. Played - 
twice, each full intact. Make offer. Steve 
Spaerl, Box 1804, Iowa City. IA 52240, 337- 

MY 10960359-1114. 
For sale to two hlghest brdders: ZGuad. inmint 
cond. Bids accept until Nw. 10. All letters 
answered. Mlehael Stepka. 2149 W. 18th 
Ave.. Eugene. OR 97402. 
P 
mndrtlon 191 4, fnireondnion Guad. Bewoffur. 
Anv clubs in Euaene area? Any one interested 

at a reasonable price. I will enswar all leners. 
Chuck Cote. 830 Hill Ave., Glen Ellw. IL 
60137. 312-469-9133. 
Trade. Wanted: Have fair condition 1914. Best 536-2382. 

For Sale: Absolutely mint condition, Bismard. 
1914. Guad.. Anzio. several copies each. 
Biddrnq stans 620. 1 pay postage. Richard 
Baker. 8 Lu~ine. Irvine. CA 92705.714-552- 

4883. 
For Sale: War game6 imluding AH'S orig. Jut: 
'67 Gett.; U-Boat all in excallent cond. Wrtle 
for list and prices Noel E. Verges 11. 6407 
Argonno Blvd. New Orleans. LA 70124. 2B2- 
84B7. 
Want to set1 B-marck to high& bidder. I pey 
postage. No pans miswng. Brent Blanchette, 
13J Ohio St., M i l l imke t  ME-2 207-723- 
9638. 
For sale to htghest bidder: 1814. G d  
condition. Lowest bid 910.00. You pay m. 
Dan Zedek. 101 02 Brodt Dr.. Silver SD~~M. MD 

offer accepted. All letters snswered. Leight D. 
Collins. 21 Alden St. Greenfield. MO 01301. 
Warned Civil War. Name price and condition. 
Also Hex. Gen.. good mndition Name prlee. 
Also pbm DD. All leners answered AREA.  
rated only. Kevin Combs. 11225 Old Balto. 
Pike, BslWHe. MO 20705.30-937-4497, 
Will trade Civil War for gaod mndttion Panzer 
Lender Postage arranged. Joe Pelliccia. 526W. 
Univ. Pkw.  Balw.. MD 21 210. 386-87m. 
Want General Vol. 11. No. 1. No. 3. Must be in 
pod cond.. and must be original only. Will pay 
WOCl ~riee.D. Lambrecht. Box 118. Kenemw, 

in starting o n e f ~ a ~ l  Nichols. Jr. 240 Holly- 
uiew, Eugene. OR 97404.688-3306 
For Sale: 4-1914's. H6.00each.Allarebrand 

0241. 
For Sale: 1 st printing 191 4(60). Anzio(6~). and 
2nd printing Guad. (68). All mmplete, un- 
punched Bnd uood boxes. 820 each plus pas. 
Keith Sasaki. 137 N. Westion Ave.. L.A. CA 

new.cernplkte, and never been used. Will also 
trade for complete Guad, in excellent condl- 
tion. Enclose 10C stamp with order if games 
already sold. Micbe l  K. Wetherholt 1235 
Zebley Road. Bmthwyn. PA 19061, GL-9- 
m55. 
W i n g  for anyone in Indiana, University of Pa 
amatoplaywith.Am nwiwplay%rbutwillgrve 
g d  fight Any wergame will do. Robert 
Koslo&y. Rwney Hall, Rm 226. Indiana. PA 
15701. 
For Sale: all in $tore condition:G-canal628. U- 
boat 632.1st 4. Jutland 925, lsted.T~~tIcs II 
$17. A l w  1$t ed. Amlo (played once) 825. 
Edward F. Snarski, +I, 33 Hillman St.. Wilkes- 
Barre. PA 187%. 71 7-825-2323. 
Sale D-Day '61. original'Grad glant bmenra's 
like mew. 818.W each D-Day with org. ha rd  
mint. L.D.M. c/o 32 Bartlett Aw.. Cranston, RI 

90022.281 -3721. 
For Sale: orlginal Jutland in excellem mndl- 
tion. Extra set of search pads imluded. 812.00 
post paid. R&rt Wen, 1634 Armacost, Apt. 6, 
Los Angeles. CA 90025.2 13-820-5074. 
For Sale: '58 Gm., eml lent  mndltlon. Also 

. " 

20903. 439-9571. 
For Sale: 111 4. Guad old Jut, old Anzio, all in Se 6895s.- - -  - ' 

Wanted: 8-Mark. Send condition and mice. mint mndition with extra pads and variants. 
825.00 each or b s i  offer. I pay pmage. Larry 
Lebowitz. 4 Manadnock Rd. Nswton. MA 

Dsvkl Barber, 640 Second St.. ~ u l f w r i .  MS 
39501, 863-7924 
Wanted: Bismarck. U-Boat. Good cond. All 

Orig. Verdict-good condition. Both 81 5.M). 
Opponents wanted for ftf in 3R. 1776. Anzia 
BB, and PI. Dan Kerlin. 5622 Strohm Ave. N. 
Hollywood. CA 9 t 601.980-1 7 32. 
For Sale: Hex Gett. in g o d  condition. One 
piece missing. 320 plus postage. Any wargam- 
ers around here? Garv A. Torrmuia. P.O. Bom 

, - ,  

021 67,332-0989. 
Brand new 1914 and Guad. Never used, 
cwnters un~nchd. l l5each.orbmofIer. Will 

resporrses answered. Pay g o d  prices. Trade 
mint Guad. for mint Bismarck. Don Burden. 
519 Klrng Dr., Dayton. OH 45419. 513-298- walt 10 days for offers. Ross Bell. 69 Danfonh 

St.. Rehobeth. MA 02769.252-3895. 
tor Sale: fair UB, make offer. Wanted: UB.59. 

2649. 
Wantd: Dispatcher, CCO/B&O Will buy or 
trade. Now have Pan., BB, and original Anzio. 
State condition and price. Glenn E. Leslie, 603 
Zephq Aw. Erie. PA 26605.814-838-9862. 
Would like to purchase back i s u e  of "Gener- 
al". Vol. 11. No. 3, Issue mun  be in good to 
excellent condition. Reasonable, price will be 
accepted. R. L. Richards, P.O. 80x433. Norton. 
VA 24273.703-679-4494. 
Want to buy orlginal Chanc'vrlle andcivil War. 
Must have all mrnpnents. Quote price will 
answer all offers. Sat. T.E. Rcbimon. PSC5. 

71 3, Paso Robles. ~~'83448,238-4886. 
Fw Sale: 1914, Guad. Both in mint wndinion. 
Ph i l l i ~  J. Buechner. 206 4th St.. Pst. 1, 

TAC 'El, Cville'81 Nieuchess, DD 'El, Bmatck, 
Guad, 1914, Anzio '89, old Generals. Wrll pay 
onad p r im .  Jim Raebuck 2136 Br~edwatsr 
Ave.. Bill iqs. MT 59102,406-856-5211. 
For Sale: Neauehess, best offer over $76: Alr 
Empire 8.0.0. 835. U-Boat B.0.0. 325 1914 
for 815: GuA-$12: send wants and price. 
Steven Brooks, 4960 B. Ave.C. Great Falls, MT 
59405.727-4621. 
For Sale: 1914 and three Guad. unusd. no 
counterspunehedout.Highesi bldover 620 for 
each game I pay postage. Robert Woodington. 
P.O. Box 5073. Incline Villane. NV89450.541- 

Rosw~lle, CA 85678.782-6871. 
Chancellwsville, original versiwl, mint condi- 
tion, nothing bent or quashed, two complete 
sets of counters-one still In tree. Game Is 
virtuallv unused. 975. R. G. Heller. 246 Iris 

02906. 
Several 1914'sandGuad'sfusale. 815each. I 
pay pwtage. AH M f e r s m m d .  PeterSmrth, 
3200Palm Blvd., Isle of Palms. SC 2M51.803- 
888-8587. 
H d  2 Anriosexc. conditlon. Unpunched units. 
You offer, Thanks. Will answerall lettels.ALF0. 
consider selling very good condition 
C&O/B&O. Again, you offer Ken Maedowell. 
9353 Crwl  Creek. Dallas, TX 75228.21 4-327- 
m 7 .  
For Sale: twa r m n t l y  rm-bought  M e s  of 
Guad. k l u t e l y  complete. Counters un- 
punched. Sellim w highest b i e r s  startlng at 
$15.00. Trades considered. All leners an- 
swered. John R. Hoouer. Rt. 1. Box 266k 

Ave. pl*. 14, Stoekton, CA 96207. 
Selling old Jut 319 postpaid. Will trade. 
Wanted: Generals Vo. 10 Nos., 6, 4 intact RR 
pages: Guad. pads. GM'ng Origins 92.45 
down. SASE and 10C for info. Steven Mizum. 
2328 W. 236 PI. Torrance, CA 90501, 326- 

h x  2109, APO ~ e a i l e ,  WA 88737. 
Fortrade: 1914 & Guad. Will pay postage. For 
sale: Original Ed. Tac., will PBM D-Day. 
Lawrence A. B&bint, Ill. 918 Montclair. 
Cheyenne. W 82W1, 636--4. 
For Sale: Mint condition 1914, no counters 
punched our, nopads used. $20. Wargarners in 
the SE unitel Join SWAT, no fees, ]usl fun1 

6568. 
For Sale: Orig. Anzio, Guad, both in excellent 
corrd, 810 ea. Also any General since Vol. 9. 
No. 4 62 if out of orlnt. Nell Wvllte. 3301 SW 

8339. 
Many wargames for sale. inct. '59 Gett.. 
Bismarck. Write for complete list and details. 
Orig. Anzio, fair cond.. $10 or trade for '74 
edition. Peter Spencer, 1640 The- Strand. 
Reno. NU 89503 1702) 322-1 888. 
For Sale: Guad.. in brand new (never used) 
mndition. $1 8 00 Jut. in excellent cond. 
81 1.00. Alro have out+f-print Generalr. Will 
send list. Keith Vine. 623 Austin Ave.. Barrina- 

13th St. R261. ~a/nesuille. FL &-i75-2953. 
Want ftl opponents. For a l e  out-of-print AH 
warnames. Send 10C: for list. Hex-Gun. C-vitle Wh te Stone. VA 22678.808-435.3- 

For Sa e: vervaooa wno U-Boat 614.M). 1914 Dennis Cook. 1406 Linda Vista Dr.. B'ham, AL 
35226 (205) 822-0059. - 
Sslling mix .  pieces of JW. Mark Galvin. 125 
E. Desen Park In.. Phoenix. AZ 86020. 844- 

'61.- Guad., 1914. Origrnal Anzio. original 
Jutland. more! Wally Williams. Jr. 1507 W. 
13th St.. Panama City. FL 32401. 9W-763- 
1808. 
For Sale: 1914 fair condition 86. Lernans fair 
conditlon 67. Anzio (orig.1 good mndition 68. 
Dean Houdeshel. P.O. Box485. Blairsville. GA 
3051 2. 
Love1 Yes, I'd love to w l l  you the oriu. Jut. 
Anrio or U-Boat excellent cond. Best offer over 
87.00. Also want fil opp. Norman H. O'Brien. 

81 1 .OD. ~l&&rygoodcond. Civil War133.M). 
I pay postage. Casey Nelson. 24806 84th Ave. 
NE, Bothell. WA 9801 1.485-4367 
Sell Guad. fw 820.W. never used, I month old. 4943. 

For Sale: Mint Air Empire. Spend time with the 
family, a great game. 3 1 5 (no board] Attention: 
The hgressor SS Liuesl (mrn AK). Gary 
Graber. 8718 N. 42nd Ave.. Phx. AZ 86021. 
For Sale: Guad. (good condition units un- 
punched) to highest bid3ur. No less than 
618.00 Send no money. Wrll answer all 

ton. NJ O W 7 .  547-2979. 
For Sale. 1914 oood condition. olaved onlv 

no counteB punched, or will trede for Fr. '40 
plus Jut'74, or U-Boat. 1914, Birrnark if in 
good condition. Jaime Lluch. No. 831 Msni St.. 
Apt. 6-B. Santurce. Puerto Rico. -7. 722- 
4229. 

once. Best offerlbefore Nov. 1st: ~ ; f  all AH 
games. pbm Grad. Kevln Hmtch. 241 Ken- 
Blvd.. Brick Town, MJ 08723. (201 ) 899-2347. 
Wlll wade old Anzio for VoI. 10. No. f and two 
others or 810 or any wmbination. Have extra 
Vol. 11. No. 4 to tredefor 10no. 1 or sell. Gary 

/ DISCONTINUED GAME PARTS 
K 

Set of 2BlueSpec. Crds. (Lmtd.) 1.00 
Sat of 12 Wet Corner Markers .50 

CIVIL WAR (ORIG. '61) 
Time Racord Card .......... .W 
RuleslManual Set .......... 1.50 1914 (ORIG. '68) 

( Box ....................... 3.h 
: Board ..................... 4.W 

. Ger. Counters .............. 1.50 
.......... RuleslManual Sat 1.50 

Introductory Game Card ..... .50 

MANAGEMENT (OAIG. '59) 
Rules.. ................. :. . 1.00 
Counters ................... 1.50 

DISPATCHER (ORIG.'58) 
Manual with Rules.. ........ 1.00 
Set of 5 Timetables ......... 1.50 

U-BOAT (OA10. '58) 
................... Counters 1.m 

Rules ...................... 1.00 
....... Set of 2 Range Cards .75 

... Attack Results Table Card .50 

GUADALCAMAL (OAIG. '66) 
Box ....................... 3.00 
Counters ................... 1.50 
RuleslManual Set .......... 1.50 

........ Set of 2 O I A  cards.. 1.00 
Time Rewrd Card .......... .50 
Casualty Tables Card ....... .50 

BISMARCK (ORIG.'BS) 
Rules ...................... 1.00 

....... Historical Notes Card .75 
Set of 4 Zone Cards.. ....... .50 
Search Board Screen.. ...... .75 VERDICT II  (ORIG. '61) 

Wheel; Defense & Pros . . (ea.) 1.50 
RuleslManual Set .......... 2.00 
Casebook; Defense & 

Prosecution .......... (ea.) 1.50 
Rules of Evidence Card. ..... 1.00 

C&O/B&O (ORIG. '62) 
................... Counters 1.50 

Set of 4 Timetables . . . . . . . . .  1.50 
Manual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.00 

LE MANS (OFHG. '61) 
Rules ...................... 1.00 
Pads ...... s ............... 1.00 
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$ilE: ALEXANDER THE GREAT 

Highly detailed Oeatmeot of the Battle 
of Atbela, 331 B.C. 

I 

! INSTRUCTIONS: R m  dl by PlBEIng I i m u d  ronplng from 1 thmugh w ~n w 
: poprlate to ths r@t I 1  @inp 0 4 -  : lent, I-awr~ps: and O.tenibls). EXCEPTION: 
a Raw atem No. 10 in mrmr of minutes nscarpary 
! to p l w  gam 86 W r d e d  In l0m1nute i- 
n msnw EXAMPLE: I f  vw'vo found t h a  it t a k  

two ad a half hwn to pby FRANCE 1940. you 

Pertielpas in thDP mk if ~u are 
fmlllar with the pard  in wonion. 

! 
1. W i  Wit! - I 2.- - 

: 3. k.yrmts 
1 4 . b M l f -  
j 5, k.pktrrrs of Rdes - 
a 0. Phy Maw - j 1.m - 
4 I.-M - 
! 9. hmH V a l 1 ~  - lamw - 
i fhs mrsw +et may bs eut out, phDtOmpa, 
j a ,ny&y drawn on s -& hea of -. : H r l  rt m ap 4517 Hartord Road d r e p r  I*lth 

opponmr w a d  ad. w i ~ ~ a w ~ h e h o f t h s R &  
l o -  

I S ~ P O  tb k m r i d  mxt: 

Opponent Wanted 

3. i n m  COW w b  m ~ 1 m d  lib% prOYlded and prhI nam, lddraur, a d  p h m  number h r c  &&d. 
4. %Intar munu: if i l l d b k  ywr d wll not he acwpcd. 
5. A& win k w a d  mly o. E m  f m  rhc m n ~  Isme in mok e p a  *hm m DppnmwWantd 

rmrppucd*w&irua. 
L S o t l m l w m . I n y r d . o a b c p r t n t c d n I ~ r * h l n  o r r I ~ ~ , r r ~ ~ u r e ~ l o B w , ~  

.-l',"l I" wordh I" 4. maSr dlh Sutc rbbm1lone 
AT* K q u .  AK: A k a &  t k  Gtut * A k :  A d  b b d  Strategy - BB St;Bartk of tha B u r .  I B ;  
BDpkatball Skqtegv. BK S t ;  8 1 1 ~ .  Ddlsy = DD; Football Slrartm = R St: Frnnce. 1W a FR+440:Famt~Fm 
= FTF: Grtlpburg = Gat!; Guadslcmd - Cund: Jutland = JUT: Krhppiel= Urlcg, LullulNe Luh: Mldway = 
Yld: 1914. wr. d WI = ORIC: Outdoor Surriud . O11: PsrurrbllL = PAN. Rrwr b & r  ' Pan Id: 
M.by-Mi l -  PBM: Plny-by-Phonr = PBP, RichWcnb W r  = RW. 1176: S Y l W  = Ud;f e t i a  I1 TAC; 
Thhd &ich = 3R; W&lm. WaL 

The 
AI'A LON MIL 
Game Campam 
4517 Harford Road, 
Baltimore, Md. 21214 
(301) 254-5300 

CONTEST NO. 68 

It is the German set-up for a Battle of  the Bulge game using all 
Advanced rules and the regular CRT. They have already setup in all areas 
bur the one shown. Given in the diagram, are the remaining units 
available for this area. 

As the German player, you are to place these units in their first turn 
positions so as to guarantee 

1. neither 106-422, 106-423. nor 14 Cav. can escape as the first 
priwity; 

2. optimum kill probability as the second priwity; 
3. optimum placement of any remaining unitsfor the next turn actions 

as the final priority. 

Write the attack factors of each unit into the hexwhich you desire they 
occupy for the first turn combat phase with the following restrictions: 
units in section A must be placed i n  hexes marked A, and units in section B 
must be placed in hexes marked 0. Then list the attacks in order showing 
the attacking and defending unit(s), the odds for the battle, and any 
disposition after combat. 

NOTE: The German 10-9-9 attack factor stack is already committed 
and cannot be used. 

1 
I Disposition 
1 Attacking Units I Defending Units! Battle Odds 1 After Combat 
I 
I I t I 

1 I 

Name I 1 I I 
I 
I 
I ISSUEASA WHOLE.. . . . . . . . .(RatcImm l to I& with l equating cxcelltnt. lo= ttmbk) 

I Address City 1 k t  3 Rllkl": 

1 1  NAME 
l 1  
I ADDRESS 

State Zip Phone 1 3  CITY S T A T E Z I P -  
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SERIES REPLA 

-!? FRENCH: Dave Roberts 
PAA: Brian Libby 

4 ' . .  

This Series Replay was played by mail U U t 7. and From there up the road into the center. 

over a year ago, Dave is a known This is the fastest way to get these units into action. 

player among experienced having won much more effective than sending them toward 

numerous in past years. In fact, his Nivelles. Jaquinot and I Hone Artillery will go to 

Tom won the PWA-AH MO at Nivelles. Units in LL20 and LL21 will move to 

ORIGINS 1 over a field of 127 other gamen. Mr. KK25 and 5J25 as the fastest way to bring pressure 

Anton, whose neutral commentary is shown in On NivellesA 

italics. was the judge for that event and handlts the IV and Vl Foot Artillery in 0016 are placed to 

same chores here. Agraduate student in Napoleonic at I-2 on the second turn' These 44's 
are probably the least valuable French units, and Anton is recognited as One of using them this way is just about the best thing they the leading authorities on the game. can conoeivablv do for their countrv. On the PBM 
tables they have4 chances for glory, weighed against 

Set-Up 3 chances for elimination. The Heavy Cavalry and 
On the left of my set-up the 1 Corps Infantry and Horse Artillery in 0016 will probably move toward 

Foot Artillery are placed to move to TTIB, and "' " . 

7 A.M. June 18: A standard owning move. The Prussian has Note that the French I Cwps Infantry and artillery are sent east 
sacrifioed Lurzow (units h w n  In grey have been etimlnated a c m  the Pieton River rather than direct* north lo Nivelles. 
dwing the murg.  d the turn) t o  blOCk th% GDgS%liBs-aB ~4. 

In answer to the question of whetherto put Foot 
or Horse units in Fleurus, I answer. "Both!" The 7 
Factors of Horse a n  pick up any delaying 1-6'6, and 
the 8 4  isthe best unit to have a chance to push intoa 
forward position and seize some ground while k ing  
3-1 proof. 

My game plan is to keep my options open, but to 
play for gradual attrition for the first 20 turns or so 
and then have a grand slaughter in the last 10 turns 
when he is outnumbered and in the open. Toachieve 
favorable attrition 1 intend to apply maximum 
pressure all along the front, forcing him to deploy 
and lose every possible t-6, or 14,  until he has to 
give me bigger units. As part of my strategy of 
flexibility. I am going to try to tempt Brian to 
expose himself by pushing my 2-6's into vulnerable 
posirions, b u ~  positions where to get them he has to 
risk heavy counterattacks. M y  first move iscarefully 
disguised to tempt him in this way, and I hope to 
give you a chance to see how it can work. 

A fins! option will be the use of selected low- 
odds attacks against particularly vulnerable points 
in his line, such as AA27, points where the 
implications of victory will have long range effects 
on the game that justify the immediate disadvantage 
of unfavorable probable attrition. 

Set-Up 
Both of the opening set-ups are relatively 

smndard fare. I feel the French slack on MMI2 
should be started m RRIS. Since Dave apparenlly 
plans u caulious advance anyway, rhey can be 
farther on turn 2 by way of the main road than they 
can be by way of Fleum. 

The PAA set-up should be slightly more 
uggressive with forcesai EE14 and EE16. Brian has 
chosen ro play cau~iously until he fwb Dave our. 

7 AM-June 16 
I thought Brian's wt-up was a little passive. A 

more resolute PAA player would (1  think) have his 
64's in EE 14 and EE 16, and other complementary 
positions. He may be trying to lull my wariness by 
making less than precise early moves. I note some 
self-deprecating propanganda (which 1 didn't take 
too seriously) in his first cordial letter. Some 
impetuous French might rush full tilt into the 
terrain Brian has given up, and let Brian bloody 
their nose. I think my move is the best way to deal 
with this. If Brian wants toscreen with 1-6'6, he will 
have to pull back to row CC. But if he wants to fight 
and pick off Morin and Soult, he will haveto expose 
himself to most of my army. The tactic is to push the 
lightest possible screen as far forward as possible, 
and mass the big stick behind it. 

On my left flank I am maneuvering to bring 
maximum pressure to bear against Nivelles and west 
of there as soon as possible. 

PAA 0700 16 June, 
The French movement is routine. The only 

interesting aspect i s  the maneuvers of I and 11 corps. 
Apparently the enemy intends-only to use the 
latter-plus some avalry/horse artillery; no 
doubt-to mark Nivelles, rather than attempting a 
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! 9 A.M. June 16: The French teke anesrly gamble losing the IV 
j ahd VI Artillery in 8 1-Zattackvs Steinmet2 on the hills south of 

Iluatre Bras. It isa good gamble beeauwa 082 would eliminate 
! Steinmetz while an exchange would elirninare the only PA4 8 

strength unit and wlth it the PAA ebillty to make the hill 3-1 
proof. The Prussians respond by moving in the 1st Artillery to 
A426 to at I ~ s l  force n m k - o f f  should the French arwmpt the 
same attack again. 

, breakthrough there. But it's still too early to tell; 
next turn should more clearly reveal the enemy's 

, intentions. 
My own move is also unremarkable. I have left 

the divisions of Brause and Langen in a position 
where they can be attacked. If the enemy does so, it 
will reveal him as a bold and daring foe (1 would not 
attack them, were I the French). 

7 AM 
The French 7 AM move ip bold as he trys to 

tempr the PA A to attack his cavalry screen. There 
are several iactical errors and o m  strategicerror in 
the French move. Strategically hC Nivelks attack 
will either be 100 weak or wiil be delayed in 
unfolding. Taciically I feel that Dave should strike 
Boldly for Nivelles with his FF22 stack, instead oj 
~nrraiizing ii io await the outcome of his center 
action. Further, I feel the m n  on FGII and GGI3 
are wasted. Nor only that but they also he$ tip the 
PAR that to attack the cavalry is a trap. 

The PAA move is good, b u ~  the26's committed 
(or at lenst apparently so) to Tilly are a waste. n e 2 -  
6's should be kept together near W31 as the heart oj 
a mobile counteratrucking force. Already Brian 
lakes advantage of rhe wenk/deiayed French 
Nivelles thrust by sending little that way. The PAA 
are giving up a lot of ground early in the gum-  Thb 
could be n decisive factor later in the contest. We 
shall am. 

Well, Brian knows how to conserve his 1-6's. but 
I think he's giving up more ground than he has to. 

The 1-2 against Steinmetz can have important 
effects on the game. If I get eliminated I will 
probably wait about two turns to see how things 

' 
develop elsewhere before I risk more factors here. 

I assume he will offer no 1-6's at Nivelles, 
probably put his 5 4  in 238. I expect to see a 1-6 in 
AA21. If he didn't take my 2 6  bait last turn, this 
turn is very unlikely. But note my units in GC18, 
FFI9, and EE19; a centralized reserve ready to 
support either flank in case he tries anything sharp. 
The units in Gossellies will probably move to EE22 
and DD22 to perform this reserve function next 
turn. 

PAA 0900 
The 1:2 attack on Steinmetz was one of those 

things which, had it succeeded, would be called a 
"daring triumph" while a failure might be labelled a 
stupid blunder. 1 would call it merely a mlculated 
risk which was unsuccessful. However, in my 
opinion, such assaults should never be attempted 
except in grave circumstances, since the odds are 
heavily against them and the majority will end up in 
disaster. , 

The French army is still very dispersed. It 
remains to be seen whether the cavalry force at 
DD27 will be sent to Mivelles. I bet it will. But, if the 
enemy sends infantry there, no more than the 4 
divisions now underway, I believe I can hold the 
a m  indenfinitely. We shall see. 

On the main (i.e., left) flank, now begins a series 
of sacrifices. I doubt there will be any more attacks 
on the hill at bad odds. 

9 AM 
Dave makes a nice 1-2 surrounakd on Steinmrz, 

but unfortunufc/j throws an A-El& and is thus 
already 7 factors down. My argumenr agaimr early 
chance attacks has always been that strategy should 
be triedfirst, then go to c h c e .  Doing it this way 
around limits Bench strategy and forces more low 
oddr attacks. Dave has done well againsi-me with 
his 1-23, h w m r ,  so Icanmt fault him ~ O Q  much. 

The PAR move conrains a glaring error. 
Reinforcements are brought kn the wrong road. 
Since it will take them just os long to be ofactor I 
assume borh players let this stand to save time. The 
PAA move this time is weak. I would &$?nit+ 
attack the stack at AA35 at the besr possible odds 
for atirition. To lose those 6 PAA factors of Id 
units thb eurly in the game would be a dismter. I 
would ako think Brawe and Langen to be 
vulnerable next turn. 

11 AM 
Brian's note for the turn had a sketch of Snoopy 

on his riddled doghouse with an immortal, "Rats!" 
An immortality that consoles my 1V and VI Foot 
Artillery. "Curse you, Red Baron!" Well, let's see 
how my luck develops elsewhere. before risking a 
more valuable 5-4 and 3 4  combination here. I was 
surprised that having seen me try the 1-2 here, Brian 

didn't place two &4's in AA26 to force me to soak- 
off if t try it again. I wonder if he values what's at 
stake here, and what h'e could do about it. 

I think his placement in AA3S was a mistake, 
and I hope to make him pay for it. I could try an 8-1 
and 1-3 which is the most favorable immediate 
attrition,-but it will be worth a lot morelater in the 
game to kill the one factor units now. My cavalry 
reserve in AA33 positions itself to support a possible 
victory here. 

On the Tilly front I think he should have been in 
AA21 (as 1 said) instead of AA20. This gives me a 
4.21 3.2 favorable attrition attack and doesn't hold 
any more terrain. In fact he holds less; if he moved 
all his units here one square west, I probably 
wouldn't be in BB21, since it would require my 
sacrificing a 5 4  in a soak-off without a retreat 
(through the woods) in BB22. 

Notice I retain the potential for a major counter- 
attack against any attempt on his part to move out 
and pick off my IlICav Horse Artillery. - 

PAA 1100 
The enemy's persistance in 1:I attacks is 

interesting; 1 do not know why he does it. However, 
I hope he continues. 

The- French are apparently going to make a 
major effort a t  Nivelles. I shall hold the area, 
however, and with a bit of luck inflict a defeat on 
him there. - 

On the Q B  front, I shall delay this turn and 
next-then the battle will begin. If he moves into 
BBU-as he will-1 may counterattack since he 
cannot retreat through woods. . 

On the whole I am pleased with things so far. 
Two matters worry me. First, 1 do not like 

-sacrificing 4 factors this turn. My I-factor units 
must not Ix used up too fast-the enemy realizes 
this, I'msure (probably why heattacked 5 of them at 
1 : 1 this turn). Second, 1 may have left the Tilly area 
too weak. . 

11 AM- 
I liked Dave's attacks rhir turn. Once again the 

French had little luck. I do feel the move to-AA33 
was unwise. A good PAA move nt rhirpoinr would 
be to shifI factors to Nivelks in order to stymie the 
A433 .rtuck. it continues through the woo& it 
should be chopped up at surrounded odds. 

The PAA correcredrhe reinforcements this turn. 
As I indicated above steps were taken to shqt factors 
ro Nivelks. Abo key,positions are being streng- 
thened in afiticipution of further lowqddr attacks. 
So far the PA A remain in commapld of this game. 

1 PM 
Well, there's not much to say this turn. He got 

off lightly in combat again, but these early 
skirmishes are relatively unimportant attritionwise. 
If he continues to play this carefully and conserva- 
tively, it will be a.longgame which will be decided by 
massive low odd battles late in the game. Many 
War~rluu circles abhor low odds tactics by the 
French. but it is a mistake to ailow distaste for this 
tactic to cloud the strategic objective, the destruc- 
tion of the P-A-A Army. The situation is very much 
like that in Grant's final campaign in Virginia, 
which he won with one direct and bloody assault 
alter another. If the French wait for 3-1 or better 
attacks a competent P-A-A player will delay 
forever. The French must gel the P-A-A in the open 
and then hit him with all he's got.. 

PAA 1300 
THE FOE: Well. with all my sacrifioes he 

couldn't have done much differently. His disposi- 
tions are very good, There'sa (slight) chance he may 
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run out of cavalry on the QB front if 
he sends a stack down the Wavre Road. 

TlLLY FRONT: I wish I had put acouple of 1's 
here, as 1 now must sacrifice one unit a turn. This 
will be a dull retreat; my only object is to spin it out 
until 1 withdraw from QB. I assumetheenemy plans 
to wheel left as soon as reaching row R, or perhaps 
before. (A Frenchman who goes galloping off to 
Wavre without assisting his battle at QB makes the 
same error as Grouchy, only 2 days earlier). 

QB Front: Another day, another sacrifice. Next 
turn, Ie deluge. Anyway, if he attacks, the woods will 
prove Fatal when 1 counterattack. (Discretion got 
the better of valor-I did not attack this turn). 

NlVELLES FRONT: I got tired of pussy- 
footing around, so rather than sacrifice another I- 
my first plan-I decided to form a battle line. By 
moving in two Prussian divisions, 1 outnumber him. 
However, the initiative is in his hands; he may try all 
sorts of things, from a frontal attack to a double 
envelopment. I n  fact, his whole ploy may be simply 
to have me to over-reinforce the front; maybe he'll 
just sit there! Whatever, this front is going to be 
interesting. (I will have to pull the Prussiansout ina  
turn or two and send 'em to QB). 

I PM 
Dave's comments om Strategy rkh turn are 

inreresting since Waterioo is 30 turns in fength. I 
don't believe the PAA can delay forever. Dave's 
eariy French iosses have already forced him inro rhk 
strategic stance. Had he munched delay uniufor 10 
[urns ond caught the devefopmenr of the game, 
before his low-odds nitaeks he would have been in 

no worse position. The French advance on BB23 is 
exceptionally well done. It can bc defensed, bur will 
rie up several PAA units. TkiS is the next action 
spot. The drive ar Nivelfes is stillmuch zoo weak and 
cauriow. 7be srrong cavalry stuck at AA33 
effectivefy wasies another turn. 

There are a lot of problems in the PAA move. 
First my earlier predictions about Tiliy are realized. 
Secondly, he har 3 de1a.v type unit3 holding V44- 
V47. The 2-4 should be at V47 and the 4-4 at V44. 
The 2 delay units should be on rhe mainfront. A lso 
his "battle line" is all wrong. One factor ar Y36 would 
have bought him anotherfree rurn without exposing 
so many men. His only advantage is the wasted 
French stack at AA33. Near Quatre Bras, Kraflt 
and I1 Ari'y should have been placed at AA26 to 
cost any French attack on rhe keighis 2 more 
faciors. As it stands I soak-off from AA24 could 
suffice on everything. Sound siraregy, but poor 
raciics this turn. 

3 PM 
I think Brian has misused Sandham and 

Kuhlman in V47. and should have placed Cooke 
here. and I have made the appropriate response. 
Otherwise he has madeanot her fine move, and since 
I am Falling behind what 1 feel to be the necessary 
French timetable for victory against, expert opposi- 
tion, 1 am trying the 1-2 again, against Steinmetz. 

PAA 1500 
THE FOE: 1 am rather surprised that he did not 

attack more, and that he persists in his absurd 1:2 
attacks. His maneuvers at QB and Nivelles are 

. . . . . . . - 

mystifying. I must admit his Nivelles strategy seems 
clever. 

QB FRONT: 1 am done sacrificing. I assume he 
will attack this coming turn, but I'm confident we 
can hold him off for a good while. So far he's 
accomplished nothing but the Ioss of 16 factors. 

NlVELLES FRONT: His movements are 
obscure. He may plan to go through with the 
extreme flanking maneuver he has begun or merely 
to lure troops west while heattacks toward NiveIles. 
1 incline towards the former opinion as his present 
positions (of the infantry) are ill-suited to attack 
north. The only problem is that I'll soon have to 
send the Prussians back. 

3 PM 
Once again the French 1-2 on Steinmetz failed. I 

think a 3-1 on Tippleskirchen would have Been a 
belrer aitaek. This would have shifted the burden oj 
attack to rhe PAAploj~er. True, some French forces 
would have been surrounded, but they are anyway, 
where they are setting. The arrack on V47 was 
excellent. Had Dave's srraregy called for a 60-70 
factor Nivelles drive he probably could have hir V47 
and exploited Brian's "line of batrle" at will. This 
would have aided rhe QBfrunt us Brian would have 
had to shift his forces that way ro cope with ihe 
increased pressure. As i r  stands he shouldn'z have 
too much dyficulty {especially since the 1-2 failed). 

Brian remains in command wirh a nice PAA 
move. 1 still feel an atrack on AA25 would be rhe 
best French move so I would have Iefi one of the 
W25 units on AA26. Time isgrowing shorr already 

for rhe French commander. 
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3 P.M. June 16: The French elrmlnate Gey and Ill Artillery in pushed back 2 in 0 3-1 and Walthierand Duruae are eliminated the French on the n e n  turn. 
automatic attacks and Sandham in a 1-1 attack across the In another unsucceusful 1-2 vs Stelnmek. The P M  counter 
Sarnrne. Elsewhere thev're not so fortunate es Kuhland is msneuversbutd~snota~adt,sscrificingonlyfwoun~tstodelay 

5 PM TILLY FRONT: Apparently nothing will determined to go through between the forest and the 
Well, Steinmetz shoots me down again. This is happen here. Be has sent so much cavalry to the boardedge. 

getting serious. t feel that it is necessaryto try the 1-2 Nivelles area that any advance towards Wavre Overall, I am pleased with the game so far. 
here again for the following reasons. I have fallen would leave him no light troops in the Q B  area. He 
considerably behind necessary French attritionlter- may try a 'left hook" through the Bors de Mez-Thil 
rain objectives. To play the game out from here River area, but in any event the Tilly Front is no PM 
taking only what he offers, would lose even longer significant. Despite Sreinmcrz's seeming invincibility rhe 
assuming perfect luck. Thus I need to. attack him QB FRONT: H ~ , ~  handling this poorly, ~ ~ l f h i ~  French had a good turn this rime. 7%e French drive 
somewhere besides where he lets me attack to give troops are in useless positions. He persists in 1:2 is acliv@ On allfrOnrs. I Once again 
luck a chance to reverse the situation. The question attacks, which is a dumb tactic (which he nonethless 0ttuckedAAZ5 imteadofsteinmetz. A3-1 AA25 
is where is the best place to concentrate the chance apparently intends to pursue, in view of his have forced massive cOunr@raltacks just 
For good luck with the least possible risk to me. comment that "1-2 is a most favorable attrition ratio when *he line is Ihinmsr. 

Looked at From this point of view in this position, and Steinmetz hasgotto die."Nonsense. Eventually The PA A counterattacks were wellplannned. I 
Sttinrnetz sticks like Caesar's thumb. Brian still has he'll probably roll a "lucky number" and get a DB2 canno' "b but wonder we'1 he would 
no Ws in AA26. Does he wan1 me to repeat the 1 -2? or Exch. but even so he's wrong, for any strategy vI'ofced counrerartack to 

He didn't have to offer the 3-1 against Luck, but which depends for its success on "rolling a lucky as well. Brian'a Iuck was good bur the odds were in 
since he is doubled and it is even attrition I guess he number" is ipsofacto erroneous). his favor. The game'sfirsi day ends with !he PAA 
figured why not? Especially since I don't have a At his present rate of progress, he may never clearly in 
good combination for an exchange. However, 1 break through at QB. The unirs on V46 however, are somawhat 
don't have any choice but to risk the exchange. 1 NIYELLES FRONT: =his area has me worried+ wro tec t ed .  Brian could be hurt by lhiP $ f i v e  
need to kilt everything I possibly can. I certainly erred in not defending the Sarnme better, a good series of 

and now he has flanked me. Nothing to do but fight 
PAA 1700 it out. 1 think he'd be better advised, though, if heat 7 A M  June 17 
THE FOE: The enemy is either carrying out a least threatened me in the X38 area, which, as things Disaster again against Steinmetz! Brian informs 

grand maneuver far beyond my simple mind to stand now, can be defended by one division. Of me that Steinmetz has just been put up for the iron 
comprehend, or is playing less well than I expected, course, he may still shift troops east, but he seems cross. And the conventional attack on the east road 

I 
6 P.M. June 16th: Disaster cont~nues to dog the French player road Ill Horse Artillery is lost in thesoak-off assrethePA4delay road and elrmlnates Maand at 4-1 end the IV Horse Artillery at 
as hls 1-2 VSSteinmetzisa~ain repulsed withan AElim. Friant is units Kuhlmanand Ill Horse Anitlery. E l m r e  Luck is I w t  toa 7-1. Only Moll is lost as a soak-d. To the west Heinemen is 
Imt to an exchange in a 4 1  vs Tlppelskirchen on the East QB 3-1. The Prussian lmmedlately Eounterattaeks on the East QB sacrificed In a soak-ofl to allow a 7-1 on Pim. 
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7 A.M. June 17th: The Franch fare a bit better--wiping out Williamson and Thumen are elimineted in automatics while and Trip has resulted in their elimination. This may be the Ian 
Perpcneher wlth Foy in a 1-2 soak-off across the Samme. Merlen Gubervie is LDst in a 1-4 vs Alten. The PAAwunteraitaekson the wponunitv f o ~  the French. 
and Ghigny areelimlnated in a 3-1 funher q~ the t l ~ r  with the1 Samm, and eliminates the I b r w  Artillery. AS this game was 
Horse Artillery and Imp. Gwrd sdvancing into the hex. played under strict PWA r u k  the illmgalmrv. last turn d Ahen 

lo QB did even worse, loving Friant and Morand! 7 AM safer with a slightly larger strategic reserve in the 
Statistics say that 78.6% of the time Steinmetz f i e  French artrrck on rhe Summe River wm Nivelles vicinity. but his main battle forces are 
would have been destroyed by now. 2.7% of the time brilliant. Unfortunately, the other two fronfi are themselves nicely balanoed. 
YOU get three straight A-Elims at 1-2. Will the now almost totalb stagnant. n i x  ip an orcspicious 
statisticians out there permit the statement that the beginning for the second day *he pAA will have pAA OQOO odds of the desired result versus this disaster are 10 do some scrambling to cover his errors. mip THE FOE: No real change. 29: I? Of courue. you can My that if 1 simply hadn't mow g i w ~  t h  Fr@nch Back a ~ h a n m  for victory. 
made the series of 1-2's. I would now be 7 factors TILLY FRONT: This episode is now closed. 

The 1ruP shmm@dshulal Compt~  Stulpnagel and Kampfen will reinforce the QB area; . ahead in attrition, instead of 17 factors behind. But is .OW the only French chance for x.natchingvictory if the enemy tries to send troops to Brussels, it makes 7 Factors wouldn't win the game either. The I -Ts ffom the jaws of defeat, and wen it is small om. little difference, because I will probably be back to were a twtter bet than what I'm going to have to try Mont Jt. Jean soon. now. and therefore should have been made. The 
9 AM QB FRONT: The battle royal begins! Glad be question now is, what course of action is most likely 

Luck was mixed on the Samme, reasonably got no D-Elims this turn. 1 ought to be able to hold 
to reverse this rapidly deteriorating situation? 

Lesv precise play has given me a good for me, but I'd obviously have preferred to out 2 turns before pulling back. 

chance to destroy or cripple his right flank on the have gotten ' back against Per~oncherA An SAM M E FRONT: Well, I paid for my blunders. 

Samme River, Merlin and higny should have been occasional exchange like this is more favorable to Now he must decide whether to attack or just wait. 

on S46 instead of T46+ However, with his reinforce- the PAA since even elimination of factors on a If he picks the former, have a jolly fight. 

coming up it is almost as likely that I will be gradual basis will result in a PAA victory as long as 

as that he will, especiatly if my luck losses don't approach a horrific level that would 9 AM 
continues as it has, luck will a knock the PAAentirely off the board. Possibly you fie French luck is still bebw par. The French 

blow and be able to wit hk might think in the Exchange I shouldn't have attacks were well conceived, but the results hurt. I 
reinforcements as they dribble in piemeal. advanced my I Horse ~ r t i l l e r ~ ,  since it gave him the ~hink the waitandseeartitudehrighl on ~AcSlrmme 

HopeCully he will have to forces from the QB Automatic "kill and die," whereas if he had attacked River. What the unit at AA3l is doing I do nor 
area and make things easier for me thert, If luck "-6 at 4-1. he risks an unfavorable exchange. But know- He could haw been much berteremployed ar 

way on the Samme, I will be hard to the Exchange would have been Cooke, which I am EE33. 

e s a p ~  with any of my force! But the attack must be killing anyway+ I would just have risked a 01 ih PAA move Brause ~ 0 v e d  i l ldgdb 

made, and awaiting its result I am reorganizing my piece my Own- ignoring the attack rule about reenrering emmy 

battered main fom. Having drawn large P-A-A forms to his right zones of control. Appurenrly his opponent let the 
flank. the correct strategy for me is to "pull in my move stand. This rule is one ofthe most abused in 
hornsq' and make him come to me on the Samme; Waterloo. I suggest all p&rs watch it carefulb in 

PAA 0700 17 June while hitting at Quatre Bms. If he comes all the way fo~rmmml  o r o t ~ r w i s e i m ~ o r l a n l g a ~ ~ s .  Ifeelrh 
THE FOE: His situation worsens with each out (0 the Samme to m e t  me, he may be trapped PAA move wus basically  SOW^. I would hnw senr 

passing hour. there by a breakthrough at Quatre Bras. Also it is to two 1-43 more ro T40 $1 were the PAA. 
TlLLY FRONT: Having sumciently delayed my advantage to concentrate my striking power 

him, 1 will now withdraw my t r o o p  there, and here rather than rush at him piecemeal, since I 11 A M  
defend behind the Thil. If he heads for Brussels. so, would be rushing "into" his areas of concentration, Well, another mild disaster in luck. Probable 
much the better. and thus concentrating his forces for him. attrition for the 9AM battles was 13.5 to20.3 in my 

Q B  FRONT: What, no 1:2's? I'm s u r p r k d  he 1 am pursuing down the Tilly-Wavre road with favor. Actual attrition was 19 to 13 his favor, for a 
stopped attacking altogether. 1 shall stay on the the limited purpose of picking up what he offers net luck advantage or 12.8 points to him for9AM. 
defensive. here. 1 think he should simply withdraw deeper here, Needless to say, the French cannot possibly winthis 

NlVELESS FRONT: The 1:2 Exch. suits me and then offer delaying pieces iJ'I send enough to way. With the accumulation of bad luck against the 
fine. Hedoes haverneata tacticaldisadrantage.and warrant it. 1 hope heoffers Heise this turn, whichas French, the only way they will win t f i i  game is to 
may inflict considerable damage next turn. But I have arranged things, is the only way he can now achieve a corresponding balance of good luck 
reinforcementsarecoming up, and I PROPOSETO prevent 3- I and continue to delay me. in their favor. The most likely way to achieve a run 
FIGHT IT OUT ON THIS LINE IF IT TAKES Despite my tactical criticisms, I have to give of god luck is to concentrate your risk in a few 
ALL . . . DAY. At the very least 1'11 wear him Brian credit for a good srrrrtegic balance of force battks, rather than spread your luck out in many 
down to a nubbin. between QB and the Samme. He would be a little conservative battles. This does not mean that you 
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SA.M..I,.., . . ,.. The FrencheliminateSohrandCoolteat7-1. Langen. Krafr and Duhesrne are eliminated in a 3-1 exch~nge losing only Dornhrg in a  oak-off. 
At Quatre Bras the I1 Cav Artillery IS ellminated in a 1-6eoak-off while the?.-1 ettackon Jagowresults lnonlya temporaryretrarat. 
white the VI Horse Artillery retreats to 222 after 1t6 1-3 against The PA4 counterattack bags both Jemme and Heben while 

should rashly attack "everything in sight." Rather, a spurt o f  amazing luck on his, he is doomed. 1 PM June 17 
you should examine his line to find the place where Q B  FRONT: Well, he finally took the hill-but I needed a D etim against Brause and I Artillery 
you can concentrate the greatest risk for both sides at what cost! 1 will counterattack near the Bors de last turn, the D back 2 is better than A elim, but not 
in one battle, or the fewest numberofbattles.Atthe Mez one last time, then retire to the Genappe. much. My only hope is to knock him out at QB 
same time, you must not abandon the pursuit of Kampfen and Stulpnagel will arrive just at the right before he can redistribute his forces from the 
favorable attrition in conservative tactics in areas time. Samme. 
where it is difficult to achieve concentration of luck. SAMME FRONT: Again, one last attack before I was surprised that Brian moved nothing to V41 

Now it happens that there is a battle that retiring. The withdrawal may be tricky due to his this turn. My left flank forces are maneuvering to 
involves tremendous risk to Brian in this situation. cavalry, but, then, he won't outnumber me. bring about a two-pronged threat to both Nivelles, 
This is the 1-2 against Steinmetz and Pirch II. If they OVERALL: I wonder when he'll begin the and the Samme area. After drawing off some of his 
retreat, 1 will retreat them to the south, and advance suicide I-l's? force from the Samme, and probably picking up a 
two units onto the hill. Unless the 2-1 against I1 few delaying units, I will probably attack on the 
Artillery bombs out with A back 2 or A Elim 11 A M  Samme again at the best odds I can get-if I'm not 
(heaven forbid!), 1 will havecut off his heaviest force Dave's desperation French artacks wereplanned already wiped out at QB, in which .-ase rrn on the 
from the defense of the Cenappe. to the optimum. His luck was not bad this turn, but boat to St. Helena. 

The rest of my moves are dictated by this nor good enough to force win @irk - .  FAA 
decision to try to concentrate my waning chances in player was wounded. but not destroyed. PAA I300 

this high risk battle for the QB heights. The units in The PAA counterntracks now become o matter THE FOE: After this turn, he can't complain 

W25 and X25 are attacked at the most favorable of wiping up. A! t h i ~ p o i ~ t ,  barring0 horrgic PAA bad luck! 

attrition ratio, taking minimum risk here so that 1 blunder or an act of God the game is owr .  OVERALL: My withdrawal &gins: I will make 

have the best chance to have enough remaining it as slow as possible. There is a (very small) chance 

force to exploit a possible victory against Steinmetz that I'll be able to hold the Genappe until the IV 
and Pirch 11. The Tilly force must be recalled for the Corps arrives. 

same reason. As Brian has moved, I could reach the I PM 
dominating river square 024 &fore he could, and The French unit at S2O is wasfed. Other than 
this would seriously compromise his position if I that the French suicide attempts are fairly smndard. 
were assured of sufficient force at QB, but with my A non-committal resulr appears, which does the 
heavy losses there last turn, my only chance is to win French player no good. 
a decisive battle At QB, and I must concentrate all The PA A move is well done, especially Sympher 

a1 A A38. Clearly, Brian is taking no chances s ine 
At the Samme 1 am faced with a choice that is he hap she game in the bag. 

closely related to the outcome of events at QB. Due 
al placement I can get no 3 PM 

favorable attrition battle situation. If I attack The outcome a t  QB makes me wonder if we're 

Picton and Brunswick, I have the river to my back both using the same CRT. I re-checked mine, and 

for my soak-off piece and for his counterattack. sure enough, there wpre D-dims there for me, just 

However I feel that he had made a strategic mistake not today. The departure of the St. Helena boat is 

toward the Samme. He has postponed for one last shot at him. I was amazed to 

greatly increased his risk by further dividing his see Cav. Batts. sitting there like a lame duck right 
where I wanted to attack. He could still lose this 

forces, thus making a possible at QB game, and doesn't seem to realize it due to over- 
decisive. By waiting in place here I am a vith this turn. Although the game continues for wveral more confidence. 
sizable force of his in a vulnerable strategic position. turns as the French mate despermion low odds attacks we end 

Not attacking here is part of the theory of the visual presentation with the French move as he losm an PAA l5OO 
concentrating your luck, so that you do not risk The psition the west has The folly of his 1-1 has made me determined not 

become static with both sides declinrng toattack. The heightsof 
losing in one battle, what you gain in another. nuatre B~~~~~~ finally bye 2.1 kchangem the I I A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  to give up Quatre Bras at all. I counterattack. The 

which aliminates &haw andkichery. Bertherene, Lefol snd enemy is kaputt, and ought to surrender soon. 
M a r w n e t  are eliminated en masse in s 1-2 exchange rs [ am rather proud of this game. It is the on]y one 

T H E  FOE: In the last turn, he lost 42 factors to ~ r ~ ~ P e ~ a ~ ~  ~ ~ v i ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ n ~ . g ~ ~ ~  ~ m i i , " " ~ i K O ~ ~  ::: I've ever seen in which the French never took Quatre 
my 19. Barring some terrible blunder On my part, Or amompanying 1-3 soak-m. The game is a11 but over. Bras. 
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3 PM and 5 PM 
Dave's lurk srayed bud and Brian  simp!^ sat 

back and reoped theJnrirs of his labor. 

5 PM 
Well, with this latest result. there hardly seems to 

be any more point to talk about the possibility of his 
losing, therefore I surrender. Probable attrition for 
my attacks was 8.8 for me. I 1.0 for him. but as usual 
Lady Luck pays no attention to that. Of course at 
this point. average luck would have done me no 
good anyway, I needed D-elims to keep me in the 
game. 

Aftwnutb: Due to the unfortunateammulation of 
h d  luck against me, I feel that t h i  game illustrates 
far less of the merits of my Waterloostrategy than it 
would with normal luck. It should be clear to every 
experienced Waterloo player that the French 
cannot win against a competent and conservative P- 
A-A player such as Mr. Libby, by only taking 
offered delaying pieces. and 3-1 and soak-off 
attacks. Some combination of low-odds attacks 
must be utilized by the French. Buttheextent ofuse 
of low-odds attacks for the optimum chances of 
victory is a most delicate question, to which there 
will never be a definitive answer, because it depends 
to a great extent on the caliber of the P-A-A 
opposition, a widely varying commodity. 

My method of analysing the extent to which 
low-odds attacks should be used in Waterloo, and in 
similar games such as Sralingrad, has been to play 
out a great number of solitaire games assuming 
"near perfect play" by thedefense, and to try various 
mixes of low-adds attacks by the offense assuming 
near "average" luck. If the offense uses a great 
number of low-odds attacks in the beginning, and 
having reasonably good luck, then wins the game 
easily, my conclusion would be that the offense 
probably took a greater level of risk than was 
necessary. Thus in the next solitaire test game. I 
would use a lower "mix" of low odds attacks in the 
beginning of the game, and see how that comes out. 
When 1 reach the level of use of low-odds attacks 
where the attacker just about establishes a winning 
position with reasonably normal luck, I assume 1 
have found the proper levelof low-oddsattacks, and 
thus taking the minimum risk of reverse through a 
run of bad luck, with the maximum chance of 
defeating the conservative "near perfect defense." 
This is a most crude outline of the basic analysis that 
lies khind my decisions of the level of Iow-odds 
attacks in this game. Obviously in any game, any 
conclusions reached as a result of such solitaire 
analysis must be continually reassessed on the basis 
of your estimation of the ability of your opponent, 
how luck i s  running in the game at each decision 
point, and special tactical, terrain, and strategic 
considerations that are constantly arising. If you 
come to the conclusion that your opponent is 
incompetent, and will make mistakes that will 
enable you to win without taking risks in low-odds 
attacks, then obviously you should eliminate or 
decrease your use of low-odds attacks. On the other 
hand. if luck starts to run against you. you should 
immediately step up the priority of use of low-odds 
attacks, in an effort to reverse the flow of bad luck as 
soon as possible with minimum risk. 

I hope this explains why I took the risks I did, 
risks that led to my defeat in this game, but in itself, 
tbe above paragraph cannot justify my strategy. 

Coniinued on Page I5 

PHILOSOPHY Continued from Page 2 

Financially speaking. ORIGINS I was not a 
tremendous success although it did manage 
to pay all the bills. IGB spent in excess of $9.200 
on ORIGINS while taking in approximately 
810.000. This, of course, does not take into 
consideration the income lost to Avalon Hill due 
to the failure to put out another game, nor such 
items as free use of the GENERAL to promote 
the convention. We have assumed, however, 
that the bulk of the readership is at least curious 
about the national convenrion and as such, 
reporting on it in depth is a justified practice. In 
any case. 1GB now hassome money in itscoffers 
with which to sponsor ORIGINS H. 

We have gone on record several times that 
Avalon Hill cannot sponsor another national 
convention. This statement remains true. Too 
much time was lost for too little income to justify 
doing it again. This does not mean, however, 
that we cannot help IGB (which has every 
intention of repeating ORIGINS again next year) 
with free publicity, sponsorship of Avalon Hill 
competitions and perhaps use d our mail 
drop. IGB gained much practical experience in 
last year's effort and is o o n v i n d  they can 
improve greatly in future years. Considering 
they now have some money to work with and 
don't have to do everything the cheapest way 
possible we tend to agree. If all the other 
companies support IGB in the same manner 
they did this year there is no reason why a truly 
great national con can't be looked forward to 
every year. 

Make no mistake about it. Although Avalon 
Hill took the initiative in getting ORIGINS L off the 
ground to the point whew the entire hobby sat 
up and took notice, and took financial responsi- 
bility for any losses that might have been 
incurred, ORIGINS I was successful primarily 
due to the volunteer work performed by IGB 
members. We can't speak highly enough of the 
work performed by IGB officers Neil Topolnicki, 
Dale Wetzelberger. Gary Sipes, Craig Ransom, 
Jim Rumpf, Paul O'Neil, RussVane, George Uhl, 
Steve Hagy, Steve Stawick and a host of others. 
They've even refused to touch any of their cash 
surplus for the post-con club party-pledging it 
all to improving ORIGINS II. In many ways it is 
better that a well organized group of gamers 
sponsor the national con than any one company. 
Otherwise charges of favoritism or "making a 
buck" at the hobby's expense might spoil the 
growing sense of hobby cornradery coming out 
of ORIGINS I. 

Newly elected I.G.B. officers Wetzelberger, 
Topolnicki, and Sipes have convinced us of their 
sincerity in wanting to annually promote a 
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showcase national convention. Just as import- 
ant, they have shown their ability to do so and 
gained experience from a magnificent, albeit 
flawed, first effort which shouldnY be wasted. 
Therefore. we are going on record as endorsing 
I.G.B. in their promotion of ORIGINS II. Avalon 
Hill employees will continue to work on the 
convention-although to a far lesser degree 
than last year. I.G.B. will continue to use the AH 
address as their mail drop and Don Greenwood 
will remain treasurer for the organization. 
Barring a large uproar from the readership, the 
GENERAL will carry regular progress reports 
and generally promote the Convention as the 
Second Annual National Gaming Convention. 

Several other companies had expressed an 
interest in running the national convention in 
future years. One of these (Battleline Publica- 
tions) was contingent on getting a $1,000 
sponsorship grant from Coca Cola which was 
turned down. Another was dependent on I.G.B. 
turning over its funds for their own use in 
sponsorship of the next national convention. 
I.G.B. was quite naturally reluctant to turn over 
resources which they had worked long volun- 
teer hours to acquire to any company whomight 
use those funds to pay their own employeesfor 
the same tasks they had performed gratisfor the 
benefit of rhe hobby. Yet another company had 
been so plagued by financial problems in recent 
years that we doubted the wisdom of turning 
over such an endeavor to them. Credibility is a 
major factor in sponsoring a national convention 
and a company with a history of financial 
problems just dmsn't exude credibility. Given 
these choices we had few alternatives other 
than backing I.G.B. in sponsoring a bigger and 
better ORIGINS II in Baltimore next year. Should 
the con continue to grow and be successful it 
may be possible for I.G.B. to pack up and sponsor 
a national con in the midwest or the west coast 
in future years. 

At this point we'd like to lay to rest some 
rumors which have k e n  making the rounds of 
late in referenoe to our participation in ORIGINS. 
The mosi ludicrous study is that Avalon Hill was 
on the verge d bankruptcy and was saved from 
that fate by the convention. Avalon Hill did 
receive approximately 62,000 of the Convention 
proceeds in payment for the hundreds of man- 
hours it's employees had put into the planning, 
organization, and promotion of ORIGIMS I. That 
is a l l  Avalon Hill received-small compensation 
for the sacrifice of another mail order title. In 
addition, Avalon Hill ranked first in sales among 
the dealers present with $3,500 as compared to 
the 822.000 grossed by the show as a whole. To 
be blunt. -this amount is insignificant in the 
overall scheme of things. Despite constanl 
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claims to the contrary from other quarters, 
Avalon Hill remains the largest manufacturer of 
simulation games both in unit sales and dollar 
volume. Our sponsorship of ORIGINS I was, as 
trite as it may seem, done to benefit the hobby. 

1 Our real pay-off was in the goodwill generated 
by the Convention. Why else would we use our / considerable "pull" to provide thousands of 
garners with a showplace con where they can 

I see the products of over two dozen competitors? 
Why indeed would we mention the next Con in 
our annual Xmas mailing-a list far larger than 
that possessed by any of our competitors-were 
it not with the best interests of the hobby at 
heart? 

In summary, Avalon Hill will do everything 
within its power to back I.G.B. in the sponsorship 

, of ORIGINS II. We welcome other companies to 
attend the trade show and/or sponsor competi- 
tions. We solicit your ideas on how to improve 

: the national convention and welcome any 
I volunteer group which would like to lend its 

expertise to organize and run a competitive 
I event. 

FOUR NEW GAMES 

Effective October 15, our catalog will show4 

I new games available for sale. The first is, of 
course, TOBRUK which will enter the mail order 
line after beina u~dated from the me-oublication 
sdition. ~ e s ~ i n s e  to this super detailed tactical 
game has been very favorable among GENERAL 
readers who ordered the pre-publication edition. 
However, we fear it might be too complex (i.e., 
too many die rolls) to make it on the retail 
shelves. We'll test it in the Mail Order linewith 
our fall catalogue mailing. If the response is still 
favorable with this less "hard corps" audience, 
we may move it into the retail division next 
spring. 

ALEXANDER THE GREAT will move into the 
retail division immediatefy so you'll begin seeing 
it in your local stores prior to Xmas. ALEXANDER 

i has proved to be a good shon wargame which 
: can serve as an introductoryvehicle to newcom- 
. ers while still being innovative for veteran 

players due to its 'miniatures' design back- 
ground. Italsofillsa need in theretail division for 
an Ancient period game and should sell well due 
toa stunning box.The rules have been revised to 
clarify the hazy points noticed in the first edition. 
More importantly, the game was given a much 
needed facelift by providing two-sided counters 
w~th half-strengths printed on the reverse side. 
These small improvements greatly enhance 
ALEXANDER as an enjoyable game. Present 
owners of the game may wish to obtain the new 
rules and counters for ALEXANDER to improve 
their own sets. The counters sell for $1.00 and 
the rules manual for $1.50. Usual postage fees 
apply. 

Our brand new retail release is WOODEN 
SHIPS & IRON MEN (WS&IM for short). It is 
described amply elsewhere in this issue. This 
game has been extensively playtested. It sold 
2,000 copies in "prototype"format while owned 
by Battleine Publications. That edition got rave 
reviews from practically everybody and quickly 
became the favorite game in our Saturday 
afternoon playtest sessions with IGB. AH 
developer Mick Uhl and designer Craig Taylor 
have collaborated t~ improve on that remarkable 
first effort and focused the game on the 
American Revolution for what should prove to 
bea popular tie-in with the Bicentennial. We are 
extremely pleased to have added Tayior and 

I 
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(Battleline Publications head) J. Stephan Peak to 
the AH stable of fine game designers. We're 
sure that WS&IM will be one of the most pop- 
ular games of recent years. 

Also making its appearance in the retail line 
hill be the BEA T INFLA TION STRA TEGY GAME 
by Dr. Kenneth Strand. Dr. Strand holds a Ph. D. 
in Eoonornics which he teaches at Washington 
State University. He is teamed with Dr. William 
Wolman who is senior editor of BUSINESS 
WEEK and co-author of the book "The Beai 
Inf/aiion Strategy" published by Simon & 
Schuster swn expected to hit the Best Seller 
l i l s .  The game. like the book, deals with how to 
beat inflation with new investment techniques. 
The game will be simple, abstract in terms of 
strategy. and fun to play. It will retail for $8.00 in 
flat h x  packaging. 

The newest entry in the Mail Order division is 
CAESAR'S LEGIONS-an adaptation of an 
earlier GDW game by Loren Wiseman. Like 
WS&lM this game received oonsiderable expo- 
sure in its initial form as the game "EAGLES." 
Unlike WS&IM however, it received mixed 
reviews. Yet we saw potential in the game 
system and after a lot of redesign effort and 
adding additional scenarios we feel we'v8 
imprwed the game greatly while retaining its 
good features. In effect, however, it is an entirely 
different game and EAGLES is only remotely 
recognizable as Scenario IV of CAESAR'S 
LEGIONS. Ancient buffs and those who enjoy 
the 1776 game system should really appreciate 
CA ESA KS LEGIONS. 

ELITE CLUB 

Since the creation of the Elite Club last fall, 
We have been constantly barraged with requests 
for information pertaining to it. Briefly, the Elite 
Club was formed to give regular customers a 
price break on bulk shipments. This is possible 
because it is  far cheaper to send 6 games in one 
parcel than in 6 different shipments. Thus, in 
order to encourage readers to order in large 
Ruantities we passed the savings on to them in 
the form of a special deal. Last year, the offer 
consisted of 6 games, a year's subscription to 
theGENEWL, and lifetime membership for $60. 
Lifetime membership brings with it a 5 year 
booklet of discount coupons worth 5 1 . 0 0  off the 
purchase price of Avalon Hill games. As long as 
the h k l e t  i s n l  lost it can be traded in upon 

ESAR'S LEGIONS is a two player, strategic 
e dealing with Rome on the Rhine frontier 

period of roughly 100 years during the 
of the Legion as a military force, Play is 
on 5 scenarios ranging from Julius 

sar's defeat of the Suevii Chieftain Ariovis- 
of 58 B.C. tothe Batavian Revolt of 59A.D. 
fhe  game utilizes a form of Prwrammed 
ruction in that the rules are presented in 
parts; a Fundamental section presenting 
rules to be utilized throughout the game, 
an "add-on" section for each of the 

narios. ln this way. players need not read 
entire r d e w  in order to begin play. 

Scenario 1 i s  an introductory learn-to-play 
pe with extremely simpre mechanics. The 

an ptayer (Julius Caesar] enters the board 
6 Legions and a mixed force of auxiliaries 

has 12 turns to completely rout a force of 
arbarian Germans. 

Scenario I1 is just a shade more ambitious. 
his time Caesar has but 4 Legions and I5 

ns to wipe out a leaderless, marauding 
rman trtbe (the Usipatii), cross the Rhine, 

burn German villages on the other side 
re leaving to campaign in Britein. 

Scenario Ill jumps ahesd 64 years and 
any d e g r m  on the complexity scale. In 9 
.D. while attempting to subjugate Germany. 
Legions under Pubtius (luinticulius Varus 
we ambushed and annihilated at Teutoburg- 
WaM. The German player, utilizing Hidden 

ovement, a variable Rebellion ClirnateTable. 
Ambushes, has 15 turns to trytoduplicate 
feat. This scenario has proven to be very 

iting with the outcome a l m m  always 
eftled on lhe tast $urn. 

Scenario IV-ldistaviso-is set 3 years 
rer; 9 A.D., as Rorhe attempts to revenge the 
feat at Teutoburger Wald. The Roman 
neral Drueus Germanicus invades Ger- 
ny with 8 Legions. However, as he pene- 

tes into the German frontier moreand more 
rman tr~bes rise against him. His problem is 
gnified by the fact that he cannot approach 

e German temples directly without allowing 
he captured Roman standards which he must 
ecnpture to escape. It turns into a rather 

Scenario V is based on the Batavian Revon 
of 69 A.D. during the Year of the Four 
Emperors, and varies greatly from its prede- 
cessors. The scenario is split into two 15 turn 
segments. During the first segment pressure is 
on the Batavian player to unite Gauls, Batavi- 
ans, deserting Leg~onaires, and the numerous 
German tribes in a common rebellion against 
Rome. During thistime span he must eliminate 
all Roman garrisons on the Rhine and mow 
forces off the board into Gaul. If he fails to do 
this the Roman player wins at that point. 
Otherwise, the Roman General Pet~lius Ce- 
realius enters with 9 Legions. The burden of 
the offense 13 then placed on the Roman player 
as he must retake the Rhine fortifications and 
cross the Rhine to burn the Batavian village. 
Special siege and fortress assault rules vary 
play greatly. 

CAESAR'S LEGIONS is loosely based on 
the EAGLES name by Loren Wiseman of GDW. 
It was extensively redesigned and expanded by 
Don Greenwood. The combat system was 
completely scraped in favor of the popular 
partial elimination and multiple combat syst- 
em utilized in 1776, with a Tactical Card 
Matrix. If anything, the matrix system works 
better in the ancient period than it did for the 
American Revolution. 

Play of CAESAR'SLEGlOlYScalls for widely 
diverging tactics brought about by the great 
differences between the capabilities of the 
Legion and their barbarian adversaries. As 
such. it is a good simulation reflecting the 
difficulty the Germans had defeating a pw- 
pared Legion in the open. Yet, the German 
player's cause is not futile and he stands an 
excellent chance of winning if he uses his 
forces acwrding to their abilities. Ptaying 
t i m e  varv between 1 and 4 hours depending 
on the ~ k n a r i o .  

CAESAR'S LIFGIONS sells for $8.00 and a 
postage coupon and is available only direct 
from Avalon Hill. The game includes over 400 
unit counters, a 22" by 2 8  full color 
mapboard, two sets of Tactical Maneuver 
Cards, and an Ambush and Concealed Move- 
ment Sheet. ! 

me of cat and 
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'expiration for a new booklet and so on  ad 
infiniturn-thus,cutting the owner i n  on  special 
d~scounts for a lifetime. This privilege alone 
makes the Elite Club a good deal-even without 
the savings realized on the games themselves. 

As promised, we are opening the Elite Club 
for new membershipeffective immediately unti l  
December 31 st, 1975. To qualify for member- 

ust be a subscriber of the GENERAL 
d us  a $50 money order w i t h  t he  coupon 

found o n  the Reader's Response Page. For your 
650 you get any 6 Avalon Hi l l  games postage 
free plus membership in  t he  Elite Clubfor future 
ears. You must select at  least 2 of t he  4 new 
ames and may not select more than one of any 

dual  title. This offer w i l l  be void Jan. Ist, 
, and is not open to  current members of the 

A.R.E.A. 

A.R.E.A. is picking u p  steam and now has 
rver 1,000 members. This is the base figure w e  
)ad aimed for i n  sett ing up a worthwhi le rating 
,ystem. Therefore, effective Jan. 1, 1976 

R.E.A. membership w i l l  increase to  $4.00. 
..stings of top A.R.E.A. players w i l l  appear as 
non as 10 members reach the  Provisional 
?vel. To handle the increased paper work, w e  
e looking for a n  individual i n  t he  Baltimore 
3a who would like to  work maintaining the 
R.E.A. files. If interested, direct your inquiries 

to the attention of the editor. 
Several indlvlduals whi le applauding the 

concept of the A.R.E.A. system have criticized 
the fact that i t  deals only w i t h  AH games. The 
,wason for th is i s  ratherobvious. W e  hardly have 
:he expertise to  rule on the play o f  other games 
~ t h  which we have n o  familiarity. I n  addition, 
readers should recognize that the A.R.E.A. 
system in  no  way pays for Itself and is. in  fact, 
sustained by AH as a service t o  i ts customers. 
Should other games be included i n  t he  rating 
pool, i t  would seem appropriate that they help 
f~nance the operation of the pool. To date, none 
have been interested in  doing so. 

A.R.E.A. players w h o  fancy themselves good 
enough should feel free to  volunteer their better 
pbm matches for use i n  the GENERAL as Series 
Replays. Players wil l ing t o  go that route should 
make their t u r n  by t u r n  commentary as they 
play-accumuIating i t  unt i l  game end. The 
players should then replay the game move by 
move looking for illegal moves they didnY catch 
before. If no  imperfections come to light, feel 
free to  send the manuscript to our editor who 
will, i n  turn, send i t  on  to  a neutral judge for 
evaluation. 

Price increases for t he  rest of the yearwi l l  be 
limited to  BLITZKRIEG which will go u p  t o  
$10.00 effective immediately. BLITZKRIEG has 
long been a n  expensive game due to  the great 
amount of cardboard used i n  the mapboard. The 
rest of the flat box games may wel l  be raised to  
the $10 level i n  January. 

I ANZJO fans w i l l  be pleasedto hearthatwe're 
onceagainofferingANZlOpbm pads asa service 
to the hard corps. The kit wh ich  includes4 pads 
plus instructions sells for $4.00 plus a 75C 
postage charge. 

I There have been a growing number of "For 
Sale" ads sent i n  wi thout the necessary 25C 
token fee or trying to  sell current games. The 
"For Sale" column is  for use in finding discoun- 
tinued games only and those ads which attempt 

to  sell games sti l l  i n  print w i l l  not be used. The 
25C does not even come close to  t he  cost of 
printing such a n  ad. Therefore we do not c la im 
responsibility for any  lost quarters, or ads not 
printed due to  lateness, duplication, or subject 
matter. 

Vol. 12, No. 2 of the GENERAL was rated 
3.1 0 overall-one of our less popular efforts 
thus far. Presumably th iscan beattributed to  the 
great amount of space devoted to  t he  Historical 
Notes and Designer's Notes for TOBRUK. YOU 
never know unt i l  you try. The rest of t he  issue 
looked like th is in  our 200 random vote survey 
system: 

TOBRUK Designer's Notes.. ........................... 
........................................ Eulga. 1 9 4 0 .  

Panzerblitz Series Replay .............................. 
Design Analysis. ...................................... 

..................................... Which City First.. 

..................................... Surface Raiders.. 
Avalon Hill Philosophy. ................................ 

CAPTIONS 
Photos found on Page 16 

1. Park of the Registration L q  Jam. Despite the 
hard work of our volunteer staff {from the left: Harriet 
Wetzelberger, Mary Kaye Kuhns, Jim Rumpf, Stephan- 
ie Green- and Dewey Kuhns), it tookliterally hours 
to get through the line. Acomplete by-mail registration 
should be used to avoid this hassle in future years. 

2. The Football Strategy Finals. From left: Art 
Hamilton-judge, winner John Armstrong of our own 
AHFL 3rd place holder George Callen of Birmingham 
Alabama and runner-up John Strand of Mound, 
Minnesota. Final score: 26-21. 

3. Members of the Maryland-Delaware Light 
Infantry discharge their muskets as part of their 
demonstration of Revolutionary War weaponry and 
tactics. 

4. GHQfashioned this 3-Dfacsimileof a PANZER- 
BLITZ board for use with their 1285 scale micro- 
armour. 

5. Gary G y g a ~  of Cake Geneva. Wisconsin is 
shown leading one of the 8 groups of 15 dungeon 
adventurers which descended into the catawmbs of 
his paper and pencil game--Dungeons and Dragons. 

6. Award time found Don Greenwood {left) 
presenting Dale Wenelberger with the Unsung Hero 
Award for having donated the most volunteer time in 
making ORIGINS I a reality. 

7. Harley Anton (right) of the PWA presents Tom 
Roberts with his plaque and a check for 8103 for 
winning the PWA 500. 

8. Gary Breman of Fairfield, Connecticut accept- 
ing the plaque and $50 for winning the Wooden Ships 
and lron Men tournament. 

9. Randy Reed resplendent in his Richrhofen's 
War T-shirt, presents SteveBradford(right) of Cullman, 
Alabama with his plaque for winning the Richthofan's 
War Demolition Derby. Second place finisher Jim 
Burnett of Clinton, Tennesm is also shown. 

10. Larry Lingle of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania is 
congratulated on his win in  the Status-Prolndianapo/is 
500 by our editor. He must be the editor to get his 
picture in this many t~mesl 

11. Action in the Wooden Ships and lron Men 
tournament which drew 40 participants including IGB 
member Dave Peters (right). 

12. Naval miniatures, although not officially sche- 
duled. soon sprang up on the patio. Hopefully, 1976 
will see Naval miniatures as an official part  of the 
convention. 

13. Part of the action in the WVA-AH 500. The 128 
entrant field was sold out well before it got underway. 

14. The exhibition area, featuring the products of 
over 30 manufacturers, during one of its less busy 
sessions. 

15. The Richthofen's War Demolition Derby drew 
over 1 0 0  entrants but due to early departures and 
schedule conflicts only 70 fliers took to the air. 

16. Jim Mehl of Alewndria, Virginia is presented 
with the plaque for winning the Pmzer Leeder Macro 
Game. 

17. More action in the PWA-AH 500. Although 
everyone had to know how to play AFRIKA KORPS a 

wide variety of games were played. /WIDWAY and 
PANZERBUL? are in evidence here as is noted naval 
miniatures enthusiast Tony Morale in the background. 

18. Jonah Ephraim of Hamilton, Ontario took the 
honors in SPI Napoleanics--also a sell-out with 64 
enrolled. 

19. IGB member John Trotta represented Baltimore 
by claiming the prize in the Diorama competition. 

20. Larry McAnany of 'Pieces of Panzerblitz' fame 
{the most popular article in GENERAL history) ponders 
a move in the Armor Miniatures competition. Many had 
to be turned sway from this went which sold out early 
during Pre-Registration. 

21. Dennis O'Leary of GHQ talks with a customer 
during trade show hours. Dennis also judged the 
Diorama competition. 

22. "1 havkn't seen that manyfootball players since 
the '58 Rose BowI."This year'sresultswill be utilizedto 
provide a more accurate seeding structure for the '76 
competition. Visible at right are Pat McNevin of 
Minnesota who took second in PWA-AH 500 and Mi& 
Uhl. Avalon Hitl's developer of Wooden Shim end lmn 
Men. 

23. One of the four fronts in the Panzer Leader 
Macro Game which drew 1 6 0  entrants using strictly 
timed moves and varying OB's and victory conditions. 
Despite some initial confusion in the Friday Front. the 
Macro Game went extremely well. Perched on the 
window sill are IGB judges George Uhl and RussVane. 

24. Gary Gygax is flanked by his IGB cornpatriotg in 
the OED competition. Neil Topolnick (left) and Craig 
Ransom. Craig also performed yeoman's chores with 
the computer lists of the Re-Rqistration. 

25. An impromptu gamedesign seminar. Recogniz- 
able designers include from left: Al Nofi, Marc Miller, 
Steve Cole. Frank Chadwick, Loren Wiseman (original 
Designer of Ceeser'sLegions), Lou Zocc hi, Dave Isby, Al 
Zygier, and John Prados. Plans for an official game 
seminar with special invited guests are underway for 
1976. 

26. The winning armor miniatures team included: 
Charles Cottle (best Tactician), Leon Glaine, and Carl 
Olson. All were from East Haven, ConnwAicut. 

27. One of the more popular booths in the Exhibit 
Pavillion wasCONSAD which demonstrated itscompu- 
ter space wargameforall comers. Michael Shefler(lefI) 
instructs IGB member Jim Skinner in the fine points as 
others loo& on. The computer pragram, incidentally, 
was rumored to sell for 81 50-without the wmputer. 

28. David Zea of Status Pro moderates the Indiana- 
polis SGOcompetition. All 33 cars were manned at the 
start but mechanical failures rduced the field to 16 by 
the time Larry Lingle crossed the finish line. The 
Ind~anapolis 600 was a fun event w e  hope to have back 
next year. 

Photos courtesv of IGB photographers Pat Zito and . . 
Nerl Topolnicki. 
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Without America 
Four T h i  Reicb Variants on a Theme 

by Steve Newton 

When the carrier strike force of the lmperial 
Japanese Navy surprised the American naval base 
at Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941, Adolf Hitler 
was just as s h ~ k e d  and upset as the United States 
Navy. Although he had attempted to involve the 
Japanese in a war with the British in 1940 and the 
Soviets in 1941, war with the United States was not 
something that the German dictator had desired or 
envisioned. 

And as a member of the Tripartite Pact, plus 
some rash assurances by both Hitler and Ribbtn- 
trop, Germany was theoretically committed to 
support Japan if a war with America developed, In 
early December 1941, Hitler began to regret those 
promises. He seriously considered reneging on the 
agreement (which would not,after ail, have been out 
of character for him). 

Yet Goringaswrtad that all the Americans could 
produce was razor blades (the next year Rommel 
was to remark that he wished that Germany could 
produce such razor blades). Ribbentrop, deluded by 
the reports of his agents in the States, wasconvinced 
that the American people would refuse to go to war 
lor the "Jew-monger" Roosevelt. Even Mugsolii 
wanted to takeon the United States. Hitler wavered, 
if only for the moment. He had repeatedly claimed 
he did not believe that America had a great military 
potential. He hesitated, however, to commit himself 
against the United States directly. 

But on Decernkr 1 I ,  1941, apparently casting 
aside his doubts, in an impassioned speech in the 
Reichstag, he declared war on the United States. 
Italy would soon follow suit. By this action, Hitler 
had unleashed on the European war, the most 
powerful industrial complex in the world. 

The rest is history. mird Relch accurately 
portrays the impact of America's entry into the 
conflict. When the U.S. appears, the balance of 
power immediately takes a subtle shift in favor of 
the Allies. If Germany does not win soon after, the 
change becomes more and more marked. By 1943, 
Germany is probably beginning to find herself 
busier building flak and interceptors than submar- 
ines. Any attempts by the Luftwaffe or the Regia 
Marina to gain air or  naval superiority are 
overwhelmed. Then, with the majority of the 
Wehrmacht, in aU liketihod, on the steppes of 
Russia, the influx of American manpower begins to 
erode Germany's advantage in land forces. 

The strange thing is, Hitler cut his own throat. 
Many historians, notably among them William 
Shirer, have voiced the opinion that there was a 
good chance that had not Hitler declared war first, 
Congress would have either delayed or outright 
refused any move by Roosevelt to enter the war 
against Germany and Italy. 

This theory, combined with several possible 
changes of events in Asia, produces a number of 
significant "what-ir' situations that art explored by 
the four Third Reich variations below,: 

Variation #I-No War in Ash 
Historical Comments. Probably the most 

unlikely of the four, this variant presumes that the 
military government of Hideki Tojo does not come 
to power and Asian peace efforts are somehow 
subcessfut. The extra British forces here are those 
that are obviously not tied down in India and 
Burma. The extra BRPs result both from the fact 
that all Britain's resources can now be directed into 
one effort, and "all aid short of war" that Roosevelt 
can pry out of Congress. 

Rules. All rules of the regular campaipn game 
apply, with the following exceptions: 

I. Delete all U.S. units. 
2. Minor Variation #4 is played in the Spring 

1942 game turn. 
3. lncrease the British Allowable Builds for 

Summer 1942 by the following: 

4. Add 50 BRPs to the British each year from 
1 942 on. 

Variation #2-Britlsh-Japanese War 

Hitoriml Comments. The possibilities for a 
limited war on the part of the Japanese were very 
real, and Britain and the Commonwealth was a 
likely target. The British-controlled areas of the Far 
East offered a chance togarnera large prize froman 
already heavily committed enemy who could not 
bring all his resources to  bear, bearing the 
additional plus of not becoming entangled with the 
U.S. 

Rules. All rules of the regular campaign game 
apply, with the following exceptions: 

1. Delete all U.S. units. 
2. Add 50 BRPs to the British each year from 

1942 on. 

Variation #3-R-Japanese War 

Historical Comments. When it k a m e  apparent 
that the Soviet Union was not collapsing according 
to schedule, Hitltr attempted to interest Japan in 
attacking Russia from the rear. The Battle of 
Moscow was decided, in part, by the Siberian 
reserves Stali pulled out of the Far East when he 
knew that Japan was not going to attack the Soviet 
Union. What i f .  . . 

Rules. All rules of the regular campaign game apply, 
with the following exceptions: 

1. Delete all U.S. units. 
2. Reduce the Soviet Allowable Builds for 

Spring 1942 by four 3-3's. 
3. Add BRPs to the British each year from 1942 

on. 

Variation #4-Variable U.S. Entry 

Historical Comments. This scenario can either 
be played by itself, or incombination with any of the 
other three. This one assumes that Hitler does 
renege on his agreement, or that if the United States 
does not become involved in a P a c i f ~  war, that 
Roosevelt has trouble with attaining a Declaration 
of War from the Congress against Germany. 

Rules. All rules of the regular campaign game 
apply, with the following exceptions: 

I. Starting in the Spring 1942 turn the Amen- 
can p!ayer rolls a die to  determine the point of the 
United States' entry into the war. A roll of one sets 
the American date of entry at Summer 1942, a roll of 
two, Fall 1942, and so on, a six being the Fall 1943 
game turn. 

2. Add 50 BRPs to the British each, Year-Starr 
sequence in which the U.S. is not in the war at thr 
beginning of the year. 

The major effect that thesescenarios haveon t h ~  
play of the game is to really make it sticky for t h ~  
British player as far as ground combat forces. These 
variants illustrate what Churchill's intent tc 
continue the war, "if necessary, alone," could hav~ 
entailed-a much longer war, with a greatl) 
increased opportunity for an Axis victory. m 

allable from the Parts Dept. for $1.25. Whl 
game remains essent~ally the sam 

s ro river and forest rules affecti 
ent will probably alter play bafan 
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Id battle manual is incorporated into the ne 
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June 30th to cover the expense of our redesign 
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For the first time in the history of Avalon Hill, 

a new game -was published on rime. The flyer 
announcing TOBRUK stated that it would be 
shipped on or before July 25. The first 500 
copies-signed and numbered-left Avalon Hill 
Wednesday, July 23. Because of the obvious 
postal advantage Baltimore area residents had, 
signed copies were sent to the first 500 people 
who ordered in random number order. Congrat- 
ulations go to Kevin McCauslin of Virginia, 
Illinois, who received copy # l ;  and to John 
Gotzke of Annapolis, Md., who received copy 
#500. 

TOBRUK was the cause of considerable 
distress for many of our readers who thought 
that the 12 promised Firefights had been 
omitted from their sets. The omission was by 
design however due to the need for added 
playtesting. We then rushed the promised 
Firefights to you in the form of Vol. 12, #2 of the 
GENERAL. Rather than answer the hundreds of 
letters which came in over the absence of the 
Firefights we let rhe GENERAL give you what 
you wanted immediately. The firefights will be 
included in the nem edition of the game which 
original purchasers may acquire free by return- 
ing their pre-publication edition rulebook. 
Others were upset because their copy was not 
numbered and autographed. Unfortunately, 
simple arithmetic dictated that only 1 in 6 of the 
3,000 immediate orders we received for the 
game could be filled with autographed copies. 
Distance wasn't all that great a factor as even T. 
F. Cook, Jr. of Tokyo was numbered among the 
first 500 orders. 

Metro Detroit tiamers have announced that 
:heir winter convention will k held December 
6th and 7th at the University of Detroit campus. 
Further information is available from Bill 
Somers, 1654 Chandler, Lincoln Park, MI 
48146. 

The big winner at GENCON Vlll was Alan 
Hasselbrook who bested 40 other contestants in 
the Afrika Korps tournament to walk away with 
top AH honors for the nation's oldest gaming 
convention. Local IGB officer Gary Sipestooktop 
honors in the armor miniature competition as 
the IGB contingent reaped several awards in the 
ffirrrpetition. 

The Conflict Simulations Society of the 
University of IL has announced "Winter War Ill" 
in Champaigne-Urbana Jan. 16-1 8. Inexpensive 
dorm lodging, dealer displays and lots of gaming 
will be featured. Contact Gerald Delker at his 
21 14 Orchard, Apt. 204, Urbana, IL 61 801 
address for further details. 

Avalon Hill designer Larry Pinsky received a 
mention in the Science section of the August 
25th issue of TIME for his part in a new physics 
discovery-a magnetic monopole, the long- 
sought basic unit of magnetism. And you think 
you have trouble finding enough time to playthe 
games . . .  

The Cincinnati, OH area has long been one of 
the best organized gaming towns in the U.S. 
Approximately 4 different groups are active in 
the area with activities ranging from science 
fiction to sports simulation leagues. Anyone 
interested in organized gaming in the Cincinna- 
ti. Daflon, or Loveland areas should contact Al 
Maclntyre at his 2729 Stratford, Cincinnati 
45220 address. A stamped, self-addressed 
envelope would no doubt be appreciated. 

I infiltrator's Report I 
.- 

Paul Oldaker made it two in a row in the 
Avalon Hill Baseball Strategy World Series by 
besting Mick Uhl's Kansas City team in 4 
straight games. Oldaker's Pirates have won the 
competition in both years of the league's exist- 
ence. 

It is with great sorrow that we mourn the 
passing of General Anthony C. McAuliffe who 
died on August I I th after a long illness at the 
age of 77. McAuliffe, whowon lasting fame with 
his famous reply of "Nuts" to the German 
besiegers of the American 101 st Airborne 
Division at Bastogne, has been retained on the 
Technical Avisory Staff of the Avalon Hill Game 
Company since 1965 when he helped authenti- 
cate our BATTLE OFTHEBULGEgame. In recent 
years he had played an important role in the 
marketing of AH games. The late General had 
always refused to commercialize on his war 
record until a grandson convinced him of the 
merits of Avalon Hill games as recreations of 
historical events. He will be dearly missed. 

Despite the difficulty of playing 3rd Reich by 
mail, multi-player 3R games are becoming the 
latest rage. One successful game moderator, 
Wesley Letzin of 172 Duffern Dr., Rochestor, NY 
1461 6, has volunterred to instruct others in his 
craft in return for a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope. 

No matter how hard we try to avoidthem 
errors seem to have a way of cropping up in the 
magazine. The latest was a typo in the Beyma 
Situation presented on Pg. 9 of Vol. 12, #1 .The 
force at GGG39 should have been listed as 10 
CA, not 1. A more embarrassing error occurrd 
on Pg. 3 1  of that same issue when we allowed 
reader James Vooys to convince us that our 
printed solution to Contest #63 was in error. 
Without the contest author present, our befud- 
dled editor made the same mistake as Mr. Vooys. 
He looked at rhe contest diagram without 
checking it out onhisownmapboardandtherein 
lied the trick to the contest. Hidden under theT- 
34 counter was the fact that the gully hex was 
also a ford hex and as such is treated as clear 
terrain, making it possible for our 75mm gun to 
hir it after all. Our thanks to Mark llgen for 
reminding us that we were correct after all. 

The Order Dept. asks us once again to remind 
you that the Postage coupons included in the 
GENERAL are good only for the purchase of 
complete games, and that under no circum- 
stances may you claim more than 81.40 (actual 
postage charges) deduction on any order. 
Postage coupons should be stapled to the order 
to assure that theyare not lostduring the sorting 
process. In addition, subscriptions should be 
orderwl separately from games or other pur, 
chases. Direct all subscriptions to the attention 
of Gertrude Zombro; all other orders to Christy 
Shaw. Your order will be handled much faster if 
you follow these simple rules. 

7914 is becoming increasingly hard to locate 
for collectors. Our parts dew. offers the follow- 
ing special offer to GENERAL subscribers who 
wish to complete their collection. We have 
twenty games in perfect condition hand assem- 
bled from new boxes and stocked with new 
parts. These will be sold to the first 20 takers for 
520 each plus the usual shipping coupon. In 
addition, we offer all of the various parts at the 
prices indicated below. Only the board, mobiliza- 
tion pad, and Allied unit counters are unavail- 
able. 

Box..  ............................... .53.W 
German counters .................... . $ I  -50 
Rules ................... ... ......... $ 1 . 0 0  
Manual .............................. $1.00 
Game Variation Cards.. ............... $1.00 
Introductory Game Card ............... .50 
CRT .................................. .50 
Allied OB Card.. ...................... .50 
German OB Card ..................... -50 

Those desiring mobilization sheets or rnap- 
boards can utilize the following emergency 
procedure.. We have a number of printed 
mapsheets on hand for 1914 unmounted. These 
are available for S5.00each. Mobilization sheets 
are available (1 to a customer) for use with a 
clear plastic overlay for repeated use for 50C 
apiece. Sorry, but demand forthese scarce items 
makes it necessary for us to impose quantity 
limits in fairness to all. 

Contest No. 67 proved to be our least popular 
effort in recent years judging from the lack of 
entries. Or perhaps it was just too tough for the 
majority of you. Certainly, it was next to 
impossible to get the right answer if you didn't 
own the 12 Avalon Hill games used to make the 
code. The game code was as follows: I = 
TACTICS; II = D-DAY; Ill = GETTYSBURG; 1V = 
AFRIKA KORPS; V = BASKETBALL STRATEGY; 
VI = ANZIO; VII =BATTLE OF THE BULGE; Vlll = 
STALINGRAD; IX = 1776: X = WATERLOO; XI = 
MIDWAY; XI1 = FOOTBALL STRATEGY. If you 
were able to get that far, you should have had no 
trouble in deciphering the 4 precepts of gaming. 
A.) First, Never gamble on a run of Is. B.) 
Second, don't Bug Avalon Hill when reading 
rules Caen Kure blues. C.) A long gain by a nice 
rapid road marche past Bastogne'sdivision caps 
a dismal month with good fortune. D.) After a 
win saluda est to Baltimore. THE CODE ENDED 
WITH THE DEVELOPER'S NAME-Omar Dewitt. 

The f i m  10 correct contestants were: R. 
Perkins, Portsmouth, VA, N. Topolnicki. Balti- 
more, MD; D. Dearborn, Torrance. CA: L. 
Bucher, Charleston, SC; D. Niday, Chicago, II; J. 
Roebuck, Billings, MT; J. Reilly, Santa Ana, CA; 
G. Rogowski; C. Todoroff, Montebello, CA; and R. 
Morss, Wonhington, OH. 




